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Vision

IEC everywhere for a safer, more efficient world.

Mission

Our mission is to achieve worldwide use of IEC International 

Standards and Conformity Assessment services that ensure 

the safety, efficiency, reliability and interoperability of electrical, 

electronic and information technologies, to enhance international 

trade, facilitate broad electricity access and enable a more 

sustainable world.

Making electrotechnology work

for you.
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Message from the IEC General Secretary & CEO

We are living in “digital times”. Our 

dependency on computers, digital 

information collection and data 

transmission systems is growing daily. 

Among the most critical challenges the 

world is facing today is the security of 

connected cyber-physical systems and 

of the data they collect.

Very often, little or no attention is paid 

at the design stage to ensure that 

connected objects are secure. The 

exploitation of cyber vulnerabilities 

is becoming an increasing threat to 

business and society’s overall security 

and the privacy of individuals.

The IEC is instrumental in developing 

the cyber security Standards that 

are needed in information and 

communication technology – in close 

cooperation with ISO – and has the 

global lead in protecting operational 

technology systems, such as energy, 

water or healthcare, from cyber attacks.

Of course many digital technologies 

such as artificial intelligence, smart 

wearable devices, self-driving cars, 

robots or even smart cities, but also 

mundane everyday equipment such as 

air conditioners or refrigerators, rely on 

IEC work.

We are also living in a time where 

the number and severity of natural 

disasters seems to have dramatically 

increased. In many cases, populations 

hit by natural disaster also have to 

deal with aggravating issues such as 

power outages on a large scale. When 

the electricity supply goes, it affects 

healthcare, clean water, safe food, 

sanitation, lights, and makes recovery 

even harder.

IEC work in standardization and 

conformity assessment directly 

supports risk assessment, helps make 

infrastructure more resilient and helps 

reduce or avoid the risk of disasters 

resulting from power failure. It also 

facilitates recovery through reliable 

alarm and emergency systems which 

can withstand extreme conditions.

Last but not least, IEC work supports 

12 of the 17 United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals, improving hunger 

and poverty outcomes, enabling online 

and energy access, reducing gender 

gaps and increasing productivity 

and safety of populations and the 

environment.

In 2017 the IEC Masterplan was 

approved. This strategic document 

outlines the mission and vision of 

the IEC as well as key processes and 

resources that need to be put in place 

to ensure the future relevance of the 

Commission.

The Masterplan outlines the 
IEC vision: IEC everywhere  
for a safer, more efficient 

world.

It also describes the IEC mission: 

worldwide use of IEC International 

Standards and Conformity Assessment 

services to ensure the safety, efficiency, 

reliability and interoperability of 

electrical, electronic and information 

technologies, enhance international 

trade, facilitate broad electricity access 

and enable a more sustainable world.

Frans Vreeswijk

IEC General Secretary & CEO

Message from 
the IEC General Secretary & CEO

‘
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This is the IEC

The IEC is the world’s leading developer and publisher of more 

than 10 000 International Standards for electrical and electronic 

technologies and the only organization today providing the 

world’s best practice for testing and certification with four 

global Conformity Assessment (CA) Systems. The IEC is a 

global, independent, not-for-profit membership organization 

(funded by membership fees and sales). In 2017, it included 

170 countries (84 members and 86 affiliates) that represent 

over 99% of world population and world energy generation. 

Each IEC member, no matter how big or small, commits to 

represent all national stakeholders in electrotechnology in IEC 

work and has a single vote in the IEC. Each affiliate country is 

able to benefit from IEC work without the financial burden of 

membership and can adopt many IEC International Standards 

free of charge.

The IEC also supports all forms of conformity assessment and 

administers four CA Systems – IECEE, IECEx, IECQ and IECRE 

– that certify that components, equipment, installations and 

systems used in homes, offices, healthcare facilities, public 

spaces, transportation, manufacturing, explosive environments 

and during energy generation conform to them.

The IEC CA Systems are the largest working multilateral 

agreements based on one-time testing of products globally. 

They bring together more than 150 certification bodies and 

hundreds of testing laboratories which have issued over 

one million certificates that are accepted and used by most 

countries in the world. With them, manufacturers are able to 

get products much faster and cheaper to many more markets.

Standards and conformity assessment are like two sides of 

a coin: only together do they deliver real value. Standards 

provide the measurement and rating methods that allow 

verification and testing to take place. Conformity assessment 

helps demonstrate proof of conformity to a Standard.

This is the IEC
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This is the IEC

The IEC provides a worldwide, neutral and independent 

platform where 20 000 experts from the private and public 

sectors cooperate in over 200 technical committees and 

subcommittees (TC/SCs) to develop state-of-the-art, globally 

relevant IEC International Standards. The large majority of 

these TC/SCs are headed by volunteering professionals who 

are experts in their technology areas. This means that IEC 

work is guided by genuine know-how and concrete needs.

IEC work directly concerns 20% of global trade (in value) and 

looks at aspects such as safety and security, interoperability, 

performance and other essential requirements for a vast 

range of technology areas, including energy, manufacturing, 

transportation, healthcare, homes, buildings or cities.

IEC International Standards form the basis for testing and 

certification, support economic development and protect 

people and the environment.

The IEC has agreements with close to 200 organizations and 

cooperates with all relevant standards bodies, consortia, fora 

and other groups.

IEC work is essential for safety, quality and risk management. 

It helps make cities smarter, supports universal energy access 

and improves energy efficiency of devices and systems. It 

allows industry to consistently build better products; helps 

governments and critical asset owners ensure the safety and 

long-term viability of infrastructure investments and reassures 

investors and insurers.

The IEC is neutral and independent and its statutes do not 

allow any public or private entity to pay to influence IEC 

standardization or conformity assessment work.
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

IEC International Standards and IEC Conformity Assessment 

(CA) Systems are an integral part of global trade and economic 

development; together they ensure that equipment and 

systems are safe, reliable, interoperable, and perform as 

expected.

In 2017, the IEC had 10 163 publications in its library. Of those, 

the IEC Central Office (IEC CO) issued 7 537 publications while 

2 626 were published by ISO as ISO/IEC JTC 1 or other dual-

logo documents.

Powering the world
Electricity is the most versatile and easily controlled form of 

energy. It can be generated without emissions and is highly 

efficient and clean at the point of use. It enables the tools 

of our modern lives, facilitates economic development, 

global trade and industrial activity. Electricity, electronics and 

information and communications technology (ICT) are at the 

core of IEC work.

Electricity can also be dangerous and electrical and 

mechanical safety considerations are fundamental aspect of 

all IEC Standards.

The IEC CA Systems certify that components, equipment 

and systems comply with IEC International Standards as 

well as others. Testing and certification provide compelling 

evidence that a product is safe, reliable, performs according 

to requirements and will not cause harm to living beings or 

damage property.

Safety, reliability, interoperability
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

Security and safety
Cyber security

The threat of cyber attacks is growing. Whether targeting 

critical infrastructure, such as electrical grids or nuclear power 

plants, the information gathered and stored by automated 

systems in factories or the data belonging to an individual, the 

damage can be devastating and costly. For many years, the 

IEC has been closely involved in the development of Standards 

relevant to cyber security and now has a portfolio of over 200 

Standards that apply to this area.

As manufacturing becomes increasingly automated and 

connected, greater risk mitigation is needed. Addressing a 

growing industry need, the IECEE industrial cyber security 

programme tests and certifies cyber security in the industrial 

automation sector.

Safeguarding critical infrastructure from cyber attacks has 

become a priority. Cyber attacks on nuclear power plants 

for instance could have terrible consequences, potentially 

triggering an environmental disaster with fatal impact on 

populations. A cyber attack that causes a prolonged blackout 

IEC International Standards and IEC CA Systems ensure that equipment and systems are 
safe, reliable, interoperable, and perform as expected.‘
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

will jeopardize freshwater supplies, communications, 

healthcare, transportation systems, food supply, manufacturing, 

banking and more.

Information on IEC work on cyber security and critical 

infrastructure can be found in the collection of e-tech articles 

entitled Preventing a blackout: ensuring the resilience of 

critical infrastructure.

Functional safety

The detection of smoke by a sensor triggers the activation 

of a water sprinkler system inside an apartment building. An 

overflow valve is automatically activated when a certain liquid 

or pressure level has been reached. Train doors automatically 

close and remain closed during the length of the voyage. 

These are just a few examples of safety measures that are 

built into electrical devices.

Functional safety seeks to reduce the level of risk in a device 

or system to a tolerable level. While zero risk is an unattainable 

goal, functional safety identifies potentially dangerous 

conditions that could result in harm and automatically enables 

corrective actions to avoid or reduce the impact of an incident.

The work of the IEC helps protect people, critical infrastructure, 

economies and the environment. More information about IEC 

International Standards related to functional safety can be 

found in the brochure Functional safety: essential to overall 

safety.

Counterfeit avoidance

Counterfeiting and piracy have grown into a global business 

at a great cost to consumers and economies. Counterfeit 

electrical devices or components that enter the manufacturing 

supply chain can result in fires, electric shocks and explosions. 

Significant financial liabilities are at stake since one fake 

component can invalidate guarantees for entire systems.

The infiltration of counterfeit parts into supply chains can 

often be avoided through improved inventory management, 

procurement and inspection protocols. More information on 

IEC work in counterfeit avoidance can be found in the brochure 

Piracy in electrical and electronic products: Anti-counterfeiting 

best practice and strategies. As for the IECQ counterfeit 

avoidance programme (IECQ AP-CAP), it allows manufacturers 

to ensure that their component supply chain is protected from 

counterfeit parts.
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

Hazardous substances

Concern over the presence of hazardous substances in 

electrical and electronic products has led many countries 

to pass legislation restricting their use. Cadmium, lead and 

mercury are just a few of the hazardous substances that 

have been used in products but can have potentially serious 

negative impact on human health and the environment.

To protect people and the environment, the IEC has developed 

tools to meet regulatory requirements across multiple markets. 

The IECQ hazardous substance process management (HSPM) 

scheme is a technically based management systems approach 

to implementing and maintaining hazardous substance-free 

products and production processes.

Electromagnetic  
compatibility
Ever wondered why we are asked to turn off mobile 

phones at gas stations or hospitals? Devices such as 

these can generate electromagnetic interference that can 

disturb the proper functioning of surrounding devices. 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the process by which 

such electromagnetic interferences are contained so that all 

surrounding equipment can operate safely and reliably. The 

IEC is the world’s leading authority in EMC and provides the 

technical specifications for enclosures, packing materials and 

other containment and protection measures.
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

Trade and development
International Standards are technical rules that help reduce 

technical barriers to trade. They provide the basis for 

conformance testing, for example through the IEC CA Systems 

and thus allow electrical and electronic devices to enter many 

markets around the world.

Participating in global value chains

Markets are increasingly interdependent. Electrical, electronic 

and ICT devices are no longer made in a single country. Rather, 

they are manufactured, assembled and sold in countries that 

span the globe.

Ultimately, however, all of the components used to build 

the final product need to fit and operate safely together. 

Harmonized, globally agreed technical rules embodied in IEC 

Standards allow countries and industries to participate more 

effectively in international supply chains.

Harmonized rules allow countries and industries to trade and to participate in 
global value chains.  ‘
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

Overcoming barriers to trade

The World Trade Organization (WTO) recognizes that 

International Standards, together with conformity assessment, 

play a critical role in improving industrial efficiency and 

encouraging trade.

Harmonized rules allow countries and industries to trade and 

to participate in global value chains. Most of the 164 WTO 

member states commit to using IEC International Standards as 

a technical basis for their laws and regulations for electrical 

and electronic devices and systems in an effort to eliminate 

technical barriers to trade. The IEC has been granted observer 

status to the WTO and regularly attends WTO Technical 

Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee meetings.

A global knowledge 
platform
The IEC provides a global platform where thousands of experts 

from around the world collaborate to develop globally relevant 

International Standards that form the basis for testing and 

certification. These technical rules and specifications help 

ensure that electrical, electronic and ICT devices and systems 

are safe, reliable and able to operate with each other. They 

are important tools for industry, regulators and policymakers, 

testing and research laboratories, academia, investors and 

insurers.

Industry

Thousands of companies, from large multinationals to small and 

medium enterprises, send their experts to participate actively 

in the work of the IEC through their national committees. By 

doing so, they are able to influence the future of their industry, 

build products of consistent quality and access global markets.

These same companies also get their products or the skills 

and competencies of their staff certified within the IEC CA 

Systems – e.g. through the IECEE CB scheme or the IECEx 

scheme for certification of personnel competence (CoPC).

Policymakers and regulators

Many policymakers and regulators rely on IEC Standards as 

a state-of-the-art tool for their laws and regulations. They 

also rely on IEC global CA services for proof of conformity 

to Standards, and therefore proof of compliance to their 

regulations.

IEC Standards contain solutions that have broad international 

endorsement and allow regulators to comply with the 

obligations of the WTO TBT Agreement. Since IEC Standards 

are regularly reviewed and revised when needed, national 

regulations remain up-to-date longer. The use and referencing 
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Safety, reliability, interoperability

of International Standards is increasingly considered an 

important part of good regulatory practice and public 

governance. The IEC web pages How the IEC can help and 

Resources provide additional information in this field.

Verifying conformity
The IEC is the only organization in the world that offers 

global conformity assessment services using independent 

professional service providers throughout the world and 

achieves consistent and comparable results, no matter where 

in the world these results are issued.

The IEC administers four Conformity Assessment Systems, 

each covering a dedicated segment of electrotechnology. 

Testing and certification provide confidence to buyers and 

sellers, as well as regulators and policymakers, that electric 

or electronic components, devices or systems are safe to use, 

reliable and perform as expected. Several brochures with 

detailed explanations about each IEC CA System can be found 

on the IEC website. 

The IEC is the only organization in the world that offers global conformity assessment services. ‘
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Our work in standardization

Energy
The demand for energy is rapidly increasing. Driven by 

growing economies and populations, innovative solutions 

are emerging. Their broad rollout is ideally underpinned by 

International Standards to ensure consistent safety, systems 

operability and environmental sustainability.

IEC International Standards provide detailed technical guidance 

including for testing and certification of devices and systems 

that form an integral part of the energy chain, electricity 

generation to transmission, distribution, use and storage, as 

well as cyber security of critical infrastructure.

Because energy generation is increasingly decentralized, 

the grid needs to become adaptive and flexible to ensure a 

consistent and sustainable supply of power. The IEC has set up 

a systems committee, SyC Smart energy, to provide systems 

level standardization in the areas of smart grid and smart 

energy. The IEC also established the Advisory Committee on 

environmental aspects (ACEA) to help technical committees 

and subcommittees (TC/SCs) address environmental issues 

when preparing IEC International Standards.

Renewable energy

Large-scale use of renewable energy is necessary to combat 

greenhouse gas emissions and eliminate dependency on fossil 

fuels. It is estimated that more than 100 cities worldwide 

already rely on renewable energy sources for at least 70% of 

their electricity requirements.

Our work in standardization
An overview of some of the most important areas addressed by IEC Standards
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Our work in standardization

IEC Standards and IEC CA Systems provide the foundation for 

the efficient and safe integration of renewable energy sources 

and technologies. TCs and SCs provide standardization for 

wind, solar PV and solar thermal, hydro, marine wave and tidal 

power. IECRE, the newest member of the IEC CA Systems, 

provides certification to Standards relating to equipment used 

in renewable energy systems.

Further information on IEC work in renewable energy can be 

found in the brochure Renewable energies and in the collection 

of e-tech articles IEC work for renewable energy as well as on 

the IECRE website.

Energy efficiency

Energy efficiency is the biggest, yet largely untapped, energy 

source. IEC Standards provide the technical foundation for 

energy optimization to become measurable, comparable and 

reportable. Specifically, they offer a well-defined set of criteria, 

calculation methods and metrics used to establish the energy 

efficiency baseline of electric and electronic devices and 

systems.

The IEC CA System IECEE helps verify manufacturers’ energy 

efficiency claims based on IEC International Standards. The 

IECEE E3 programme is a global approach to testing and 

verifying the energy efficiency of electrical and electronic 

equipment such as refrigerators, washing machines or motors, 

to name but a few.

The IEC Advisory Committee on energy efficiency (ACEE) has 

been set up to coordinate activities between different IEC 

TCs that contribute to this area. It encourages a systems 

perspective for developing Standards. Further information is 

available in the brochures IEC work for energy efficiency and 

Electrical energy efficiency (E3).
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Our work in standardization

Low voltage direct current

Low voltage direct current (LVDC) is a disruptive technology 

that will fundamentally change how energy is consumed in the 

future. Traditionally, all energy supply was based on alternating 

current (AC), however today the majority of devices in homes 

and offices, from mobile phones to ICT equipment or electric 

vehicles (EVs), use direct current (DC). DC can help accelerate 

energy access in developing countries by facilitating the direct 

use in the home of power generated by a solar panel or a small 

wind turbine.

The IEC is leading global efforts to make LVDC technology safe 

for use in rural areas, data centres, hospitals, greenhouses 

or business buildings. IEC International Standards for LVDC 

provide the technical foundation for manufacturers to build 

safe and efficient DC products. They also guide installers of 

LVDC systems. Because AC was the leading technology for so 

many years, some DC Standards are still missing, and many 

AC Standards are currently being adapted to fit DC needs.

The IEC has also set up a systems committee, SyC LVDC, to 

provide systems Standards in the area of energy access and 

efficiency improvements. Further information is available in the 

Technology Report LVDC: electricity for the 21st century and in  

the brochures Electricity access – More than a promise: LVDC 

and LVDC: another way.
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IEC TCs and SCs provide standardization for wind, solar PV and solar thermal, hydro, marine
wave and tidal power.‘
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Our work in standardization

Technology innovations
Internet of things 

The unprecedented expansion of mobile connectivity, 

combined with the availability of a wide range of connected, 

low-power sensors and devices, has unleashed a network of 

things. Billions of devices in industrial machines, cars, energy 

grids, homes and buildings are ‘sensorized’ and connected to 

the internet. Data is collected and shared, often in real time 

and without any human intervention. Collectively, these are all 

part of the internet of things (IoT).

Several IEC technical committees support IoT. Their work 

covers a broad range of technologies including sensors, 

processors, displays, printed electronics, but also functional 

safety, automation, cloud computing, fibre optics and cyber 

security. More details on IoT can be found in the brochure  

IEC role in the IoT.

Artificial intelligence

More than ever, artificial intelligence (AI) is all around us. Virtual 

personal assistants, which use voice recognition, answer 

our questions; we receive shopping coupon items based on 

previous purchases we made; and often read how smart cars 

will eventually be able to drive without humans. Our homes 

are full of smart devices and systems which automatically do 

things for us, such as adjust room temperatures when we are 

home and lower them when we aren’t, to save money. These 

are just a few examples of AI in our daily lives. The technology 

uses analytics algorithms, which allow machines to learn 

intelligent (human-like) behaviour from the huge amounts of 

data they gather.

AI includes a wide range of technologies from IoT and cloud 

computing to hardware components and audio, video and 

multimedia systems that rely on many IEC Standards. Given 

the rapid developments in AI across many industries, the Joint 

Technical Committee 1 established by IEC and ISO set up a new 

subcommittee on artificial intelligence, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42, with 

the mandate of providing standardization in the area of AI.

A smarter world 

The emergence of smart manufacturing, smart cities and 

smart energy is benefiting from the recent developments in 

IoT and AI. Increasingly, smart technology is becoming a part 

of daily life.

To avoid fragmentation into numerous incompatible 

technologies, smart technologies need to be built based 

on interoperable systems. International Standards are 

being developed to help harmonize systems and allow for 

interoperability.
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Our work in standardization

Smart manufacturing

Smart manufacturing marks the beginning of a new phase 

of manufacturing that aims to put in place systems that 

are adaptive, fully connected, analytical and more efficient. 

It is characterized by complete automation and involves an 

increased use of technology and field devices in and outside 

of the manufacturing facility. It represents the convergence of 

the mechanical age initiated by the industrial revolution and 

the digital age, in which massive amounts of information can 

be stored and then retrieved from data banks in the blink of 

an eye.

In October 2017, the IEC approved the creation of a new 

systems committee, SyC Smart manufacturing, with the aim of 

leveraging current and next generation technologies in factory 

operations while also ensuring safety and security. The SyC 

will work closely with all relevant TCs and stakeholders in this 

area.
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Our work in standardization

Smart cities

The IEC proposes over 1 800 Standards to ensure that the 

infrastructure across the city is safe, interoperable and 

efficient. These International Standards are needed to safely 

connect and automate much of the city infrastructure – 

from electricity and water to sanitation and transportation. 

Increasingly, efficiency improvements are achieved by 

horizontally interconnecting individual systems and expanding 

information sharing and coordination. This generates new 

services and makes citywide cost savings possible.

The IEC initiated the World Smart City Forum in partnership 

with ISO and ITU to help make smart cities a reality through 

a common approach based on Standards. The SyC Smart 

cities fosters the development of Standards in the field of 

electrotechnology to help with the integration, interoperability 

and effectiveness of city systems. 
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Our work in standardization

Cyber security
Big data opens many new market opportunities. Simultaneously, 

however, securing data has become increasingly important as 

the gateways to access data are ubiquitous and offer a large 

surface for potential attacks.

As mentioned before, the IEC has issued over 200 security-

related publications, of which approximately 160 have 

been developed in cooperation with ISO, including the  

ISO/IEC 27000 family of Standards. Another series of 

Standards that is crucial in this field is IEC 62443 on security 

for industrial communication networks and for industrial 

automation and control systems. 

The IEC CA Systems are also active in this area, notably IECEE 

through its task force on cyber security, and can help verify 

implementation of cyber security regulations.
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Our work in standardization

Land, air and sea 
transportation
IEC Standards play an essential role in the development, 

maintenance and safety of all aspects of the transportation 

sector. With rapid urbanization, the need is great for sustainable 

and intelligent mobility solutions.

While electric cars are heading towards mass market, the 

electrification of all sorts of vehicles used in manufacturing 

plants, warehouses, airports, underground, in mines and 

public transportation is also growing. In addition, the traffic 

infrastructure relies on the development of such technologies 

as the smart grid, which include the integration of renewable 

energy, energy storage as well as battery and fuel cells.

The IEC has published International Standards for infra-

structure, electricity supply and vehicles. Its work supports the 

safety, interoperability and efficiency of a wide array of public 

and private transportation systems.

Accessibility
As people everywhere live longer, active assisted living (AAL) 

is essential to help individuals maintain a good quality of life 

in their own environment for as long as they can manage. 

AAL also targets those who suffer from illnesses, physical or 

mental disabilities.

With the establishment of its SyC AAL, the IEC has taken a 

leading role in the development of International Standards 

for active assisted living. More information about AAL can be 

found in the collection of e-tech articles IEC work for AAL.

Healthcare
Demand for healthcare services and, in parallel, medical 

electrotechnical equipment and software, is growing rapidly. 

IEC Standards cover a vast field of product categories 

including devices that range from simple heating blankets and 

wheelchairs to magnetic resonance imaging, incubators and 

other life-saving products.

IEC Standards address performance as well as the safety 

of equipment, electromagnetic interference and risk 

management.

These Standards are essential for the testing and verification 

of electrical and electronic medical equipment under the IECEE 

CA System. A brochure entitled Medical devices – Safety and 

performance is available for further information.
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Our work in standardization
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Our work in standardization

Safe, affordable, efficient 
lighting
Lighting is a part of our everyday lives, extending our hours 

of activity beyond daylight and well into the night. It is found 

everywhere from homes, cars and offices to schools, hospitals, 

public parks and streets.

IEC work in the area of lighting technologies includes 

product and systems specifications, safety, performance, 

interoperability and the impact on the environment – from 

production to disposal. Lamps, indicators and luminaires are 

built, wired and connected based on IEC Standards.

The IECQ scheme for LED lighting provides a platform that 

helps ensure the quality and performance of LED lighting 

products. Given the recent success of LED lighting solutions, 

this scheme has been set up to guard against the risk of poor-

quality and unreliable products entering the market.

Sustainable development 
goals
The United Nations has recognized energy as a cornerstone 

for economic development. Energy, and especially electricity, 

is the golden thread that impacts most of the 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) and, beyond that, the development 

of every nation and economy. It facilitates poverty and hunger 

reduction efforts and improves outcomes in education, 

women’s empowerment and healthcare.

The work of the IEC directly impacts 12 out of the 17 SDGs. It 

provides the technical foundation for the entire energy chain 

and all equipment that is driven by electricity or contains 

electronics. IEC Standards help improve the safety of devices, 

workers and populations. They enable energy efficiency 

gains and increase the resilience and long-term viability of 

infrastructure, including for cities and communities, while 

reducing cost.

IEC International Standards and IEC CA Systems are an integral part of global trade and
economic development. ‘
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Our work in standardization

Areas covered by IEC work 
include among others:

 Alarm systems

 Audio, video, multimedia

 Automotive

 Colour management

 Dependability

 Disaster preparedness and recovery

 Display devices

 Electric motors

 Electrical installations

 Electronics and ICT hardware

 Elevators, escalators, conveyor belts

 Explosive environments

 Fibre optics

 Fire hazard testing

 Fluids for electrotechnical applications

 Hazardous substances

 Heating and cooling systems

 Household appliances

 SI - International System of Units

 Lighting protection

 Live working

 Nanotechnology

 Piezoelectrics

 Plugs, sockets, switches

 Radio interference

 Superconductivity

 Terminology (Electropedia) and graphical symbols

 Virtual and augmented reality

 Water management

 Wearable devices

More information on the impact of IEC work on SDGs can be found in the brochure The IEC and the Sustainable Development Goals.
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With the multiplicity of technologies and their convergence 

in many new and emerging markets, a systems approach 

allows for a holistic understanding that can effectively address 

complexity and interdependence. System Standards provide 

a top down approach at the system or system architecture 

level rather than with the product. This ensures interoperability 

among a group of interacting or interdependent technologies 

with the aim of forming a purposeful whole.

This approach calls for increased collaboration among various 

stakeholders to ensure that all aspects of the system are taken 

into consideration. The IEC has put in place new collaborative 

platforms that engage a variety of different organizations 

including ISO, ITU and consortia.

Over the past couple of years, the IEC has created several 

standardization evaluation groups (SEGs) and systems 

committees (SyCs).

Systems approach
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Overview of SEGs...
SEGs are the first stage of systems development. Their task 

is to engage the community of experts, identify the relevant 

stakeholders and define the general architecture and 

boundaries of the issue to be addressed.

Since the start of the systems approach, a total of nine SEGs 

were put in place, of which six have completed their work. The 

following were active in 2017:

SEG 7: Smart manufacturing

The mandate of SEG 7 is to deliver an IEC strategy to address 

smart manufacturing, ensuring that IEC Standards are applied 

where relevant for a smart, safe and sustainable plant floor. 

It also helps ensure close liaisons with other standards 

organizations to leverage new ICTs, architectures and models 

that will facilitate the tight information integration of the factory 

plant operations with the complete manufacturing enterprise.

SEG 8: Communication technologies and  
architectures of electrotechnical systems

SEG 8 is tasked with monitoring new market trends and 

evaluating standardization needs in the field of communication 

technologies and architectures. It coordinates the active 

participation of experts beyond the IEC and acts as a liaison 

to ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) for all spectrum 

management related issues.

SEG 9: Smart home/office building systems

As buildings and homes become more intelligent, they contain 

more information and communication technology, audio, 

video and multimedia systems and diverse hardware. SEG 9 

evaluates technology and market evolution trends, reviews the 

inventory of existing Standards and identifies standardization 

gaps.

Over the past couple of years, the IEC has created several standardization evaluation groups 
and systems committees. ‘
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…and SyCs
SyCs help bridge and coordinate the work of traditional 

technical committees to develop systems Standards. The 

following system committees were operational in 2017:

SyC AAL

SyC Active assisted living (AAL) develops the systems 

Standards for products and services to ensure that people 

can live their life independently and comfortably in their own 

environment for as long as they can manage.

SyC AAL brings together a multitude of technology experts 

from areas such as medical devices, consumer electronics 

and computer systems, with the aim of enhancing the quality 

of life and enable independent living through the use of ICT.

SyC LVDC

SyC LVDC provides systems Standards for low voltage direct 

current distribution and applications for safe use in developed 

and developing economies. It addresses the areas of energy 

access and efficiency.
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SyC Smart cities

SyC Smart cities coordinates the electrotechnical systems 

Standards that are needed to move cities towards greater 

connectivity, efficiency and safety.

SyC Smart energy

The work of SyC Smart energy is crucial for providing systems 

Standards for the smart grid. In 2017, it issued the first version 

of its development plan which provided a gap analysis of the 

existing Standards.
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Highlights on IEC Standards  

The IEC has now more than 10 000 valid publications in its 

library.

In 2017, 841 publications were issued, including 507  

IEC International Standards, 44 Technical Specifications, 71 

Technical Reports, 9 Publicly Available Specifications and  

3 Guides, as well as 207 publications developed outside of 

the IEC.

Within the four IEC CA Systems, certification bodies issued 

around 100 000 certificates in 2017, covering a large number 

of different technologies, products, systems and services as 

well as the competence of persons undertaking key roles 

including maintenance and repair.

841
publications

(in 2017)

507 IEC International
Standards

44 Technical
Speci�cations

71 Technical
Reports 9

Publicly
Available
Speci�cations

3 Guides

207
Publications 
developed outside
of the IEC
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Hereafter a selection of International Standards, Technical 

Specifications, Technical Reports and Publicly Available 

Specifications published or revised by the IEC in 2017:

 Smart factories: wireless industrial applications; digital 

process measurement transmitters – IEC 61784-3,  

IEC 62657-1, IEC 62657-2, IEC 62948, IEC 62828-2

 Wireless power transfer: solutions for interoperability of 

systems – IEC PAS 63095-2, IEC 63028, IEC 62827-2

 Common charging: for all consumer devices –  

IEC 62680-1-3

 DC power transfer: safety aspects – IEC 62368-3

 Fibre optics: multimode fibre; photonic integrated circuits –  

IEC 60793-2-10, IEC TR 63072-1

 5G: radio-frequency field strength: human exposure –  

IEC 62232

 Energy efficiency: refrigerators and coolers; adjusted 

volume calculations; performance monitoring and 

comparison – IEC TR 63061, IEC 62974-1

 Safety of household goods: dishwashers; whirlpool baths 

and spas, electric toys – IEC 60335-2-58, IEC 60335-2-60,  

IEC 62115

 Rural electrification: solar power – IEC TS 62257-7

 Wind power generation: remote sensing devices;  

power performance; wind turbines – IEC 61400-12-1

 Fuel cells: industrial vehicles – IEC 62282-4-102

 Solar thermal power: plant production –  

IEC TS 62862-1-2, IEC TS 62862-1-3

 Electrical energy storage: environmental and safety issues; 

testing methods – IEC TS 62933-4-1, IEC TS 62933-5-1,  

IEC 62933-2-1

 Railways: lithium-ion batteries – IEC 62928

 Electric cables: EV charging cables – IEC 62893-1,  

IEC 62893-2, IEC 62893-3

 Car multimedia systems: smart wrap-around view 

monitors; event video data recorders – IEC TS 63033-1,  

IEC 63005-1

 Uninterruptible power systems: safety for ordinary 

persons; risk reduction – IEC 62040-1

 Energy efficient motors: adjustable speed drives; EMC;  

ecodesign; methodology – IEC 61800-3, IEC 61800-9-1, 

IEC 61800-9-2
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 Hand-held electric tools: safety, performance, noise 

measurement – IEC 62841-2-1, IEC 62841-3-14,  

IEC 60335-2-107

 Display devices: OLED; flexible – IEC 62341-6-3,  

IEC 62715-5-3

 LEDs: road vehicle lighting; luminous flux measurement –  

IEC 60810, IEC TS 62861

 Semiconductors: flexibility; conductive thin films –  

IEC 62951-1

 Winding wires: insulation; dielectric breakdown –  

IEC 60317-0-7, IEC 60317-0-10

 Switchgear and controlgear: rail mounting; protective  

earthing – IEC 60715

 EMC: EV connection to the mains; HEMP and IEMI; building 

protection – IEC 61851-21-1, IEC 61851-1,  

IEC TS 61000-5-10

 Electrostatics: electrical resistance; footwear –  

IEC 61340-4-3

 Alarm systems: digital building intercom systems –  

IEC 62820-1-2

 Fire hazards: low voltage electrotechnical products –  

IEC TS 60695-1-14

 Dependability: spare parts; life cycle costing; reliability 

prediction – IEC 62550, IEC 60300-3-3, IEC 61709

 Terminology: railway equipment; dependability –  

IEC 60050-811, IEC 60050-821, IEC 60050-692

 Technical product documentation: information exchange; 

digitized product descriptions – IEC 62569-1

Smart factories
Factories are becoming smart, with increased automation and 

data exchange between manufacturing technologies. They 

make use of cyber-physical systems comprised of the IoT, 

cloud computing and AI tools such as machine learning. These 

technologies monitor physical processes and make a virtual 

copy of them in order to make simple, autonomous decisions.

These processes rely upon the interoperability of machines, 

devices and sensors using secure, reliable and real-time 

communications for exchanging control and monitoring 

information. They can also connect to the internet, when 

permitted. IEC 61784-3 provides common principles for the 

design of functional safety fieldbus profiles. IEC 62657-1 

specifies wireless communications requirements for industrial 

applications while IEC 62657-2 provides guidance for 

wireless coexistence management. IEC 62948 specifies the 

system architecture and communication protocol for one 

of the wireless networks used for industrial automation.  

IEC SC 65C: Industrial networks, a subcommittee of IEC TC 65 

which covers industrial-process measurement, control and 

automation, produced these Standards.

©
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Analogue out, digital in
As industrial automation moves to intelligent digital systems 

and processes, connected devices and machine learning are 

replacing analogue technologies.

This evolution brings the need for new control systems and 

Standards for equipment designed to provide accurate 

measurements. Digital industrial and process measurement 

transmitters differ from the analogue equivalent in that they 

include additional functions and newer interfaces, both in 

the computing and in the measuring sections. IEC 62828-2, 

published by IEC SC 65B: Measurement and control devices, 

establishes specific procedures for testing pressure process 

measurement transmitters used in measuring and control 

systems for industrial processes and for machinery control 

systems.

Wireless power transfer
Although the concept of wireless power transfer (WPT) was 

first demonstrated by Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century, it 

is only recently that this technology has become a reality in 

households. WPT allows for a power source or base station 

to charge the battery of a mobile device without the use of 

physical wires. Instead, electricity is transmitted through the 

air by creating a magnetic field between two coils, one in the 

transmitter and the other in the receiver.

Various technologies can be used to provide wireless power 

transfer. The IEC has collaborated with two consortia, Wireless 

Power Consortium (WPC) and AirFuel™ Alliance (AFA), to 

develop Standards based on their technologies.

Publicly Available Specification IEC PAS 63095-2 is a pre-

Standard based on the Qi wireless power transfer system, 

power class 0 specification developed by the WPC. It provides 

a contactless power transfer based on near-field magnetic 

induction between coils for such low-power devices as 

mobile phones, tablets, cameras and battery packs. The 

WPC is considering publishing their next releases directly as 

International Standards.

IEC 63028 is an International Standard for wireless power 

transfer based on electromagnetic resonant technology. It 

defines the technical requirements to ensure interoperability 

for systems based on the technology developed by the AFA.

The IEC also developed IEC 62827-2 which defines a wireless 

power management protocol for wireless power transfer to 

multiple devices.

These three publications have been processed or prepared by 

Technical Area (TA) 15: Wireless power transfer, of TC 100 

which provides standardization for audio, video and multimedia 

systems and equipment.
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Common charging for all 
devices
With the IEC 62680 series, chargers for products, ranging from 

smartphones to high power devices, can be used to charge 

similar devices from different manufacturers. Consumers can 

re-use their chargers – a notebook charger can be used with 

their tablet, a smartphone or any other portable consumer 

electronic device.

IEC 62680-1-3 (second edition issued in 2017 replaced by 

third in 2018) reflects the close collaboration between the IEC 

and USB-IF. Prepared by TC 100/TA 14, the Standard advances 

global efforts to reduce e-waste by improving consumer re-

use of power chargers in a range of electronic devices. IEC 

standardization work in this area seeks to encourage common 

charging solutions, improve consumer convenience and 

maintain product reliability and safety.

DC power transfer from 
source to device
TC 108 has developed IEC 62368-3 to address the safety 

aspects for DC power transfer through communication cables 

and ports. Alongside the well-known telephone systems, this 

document now also includes safety aspects for technologies 

such as USB power and power over ethernet (PoE).

This Standard is to be used in conjunction with IEC 62368-1 

and applies to all equipment intended to supply and receive 

operating power through communication cables or ports. It 

covers particular requirements for circuits that are designed 

to transfer DC power from a power sourcing equipment to 

a powered device. Considered a group safety publication,  

IEC 62368-3 provides common technical requirements for use 

in other product Standards that integrate powered, low voltage 

DC interfaces.
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High speed, high volumes
Multimode fibre optic cables are essential for transporting 

large volumes of data over short distances, generally used for 

data centres and LANs. First introduced in the late 1980s, 

multimode fibre technology has since advanced to significantly 

increase its data capacity.

SC 86A has standardized the most recent development in 

wideband multimode fibre, known as OM5. IEC 60793-2-10 

increases data rates by augmenting the capacity of each fibre 

by a factor of four. Because it can be incorporated into existing 

equipment, it remains compatible with older applications.

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) bring together optical and 

electronic functionalities. This technology has the potential 

to enable computing and data transmissions at great 

speeds which will be essential for the implementation of the 

next generation of smart services including 5G networks.  

IEC TR 63072-1, a Technical Report developed by SC 86C, 

provides an introduction to PICs and describes a roadmap for 

the standardization of PIC technology over the next decade.

5G –  the next generation 
wireless system
The fifth generation wireless system promises to bring higher 

speeds, lower latency and greater capacity than the current 

mobile system. It will serve as the communications backbone 

necessary for the large growth in data and connectivity of 

today’s modern society, from the IoT with billions of connected 

devices, to self-driving cars and smart cities. With worldwide 

rollout planning underway, the IEC is well advanced in the 

development of Standards for human safety and device 

compliance. 

IEC 62232, issued by TC 106, provides methods for 

determining the radio-frequency field strength near the radio-

communication base stations with the intention of evaluating 

human exposure. This Standard takes into account the 

mmWave frequencies to be used for 5G networks. For devices, 

TC 106, together with the IEEE, has established a new joint 

working group to develop International Standards for 5G 

device testing by 2020 and is developing a Technical Report 

for publication in 2018.

SC 86A has standardized the most recent developments in wideband multimode fibre.‘
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Energy efficient cooling
At a time when energy demand is increasing rapidly, energy 

efficiency can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 

contribute to economic well-being and ensure that sufficient 

energy will be available for future generations. Energy 

efficiency policies rely on International Standards as a way to 

measure energy consumption.

Adjusted volume is one method to measure the energy efficiency 

of household refrigerators and freezers. It weighs the volume of 

each compartment in proportion to the temperature difference 

between each individual compartment – not all operate at the 

same temperature – and the exterior of the appliance. While 

this concept is widely used to measure energy efficiency, 

there are some variations in how this parameter is calculated.  

IEC TR 63061, prepared by SC 59M provides a uniform 

method for calculating the parameters of adjusted volume in 

refrigerating appliances.
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Managing electricity use
Energy efficiency can only be improved if energy consumption 

is correctly measured. TC 85 prepared IEC 62974-1 to specify 

the requirements for the devices used to gather data and 

analyze energy consumption. These devices are also known 

as energy servers, energy data loggers, data gateways or I/O 

data concentrators.

Doing the dishes
While dishwashers have become widespread in our homes, 

they are also used for many commercial applications, be it 

restaurants, hospitals or school/work canteens. As with 

any other appliance used by personnel, safety is a primary 

concern. Hazards can occur as a result of an electrical 

short-circuit or an overload during operation, for instance.  

IEC 60335-2-58 deals with the safety of commercial 

electrically operated dishwashing machines and is published 

by TC 61 which addresses the safety of household and similar 

electrical appliances.

Safe spas

Having a whirlpool bath in one’s home is a luxury that could 

potentially be dangerous if safety guidelines in the construction 

of the appliances are not followed. Electricity and water are 

a hazardous mix and precautions have to be taken to avoid 

water coming into contact with live parts by, for example, 

including extra insulation. IEC 60335-2-60 deals with the 

safety of electric whirlpool baths for indoor use and whirlpool 

spas for households, as well as hotels and fitness centres. It 

has been developed by TC 61.

Electric toys
Safety of children is of foremost importance for parents. With 

this in mind, TC 61 has developed IEC 62115 which deals with 

the safety of electric toys. Such toys are defined as having at 

least one function dependent on electricity and are intended 

for use in play by children less than 14 years of age. It includes 

a wide-range of electric toys, from those that use a small coin 

battery to operate lights to large ride-on toys that are powered 

by rechargeable batteries.

To measure is to know. If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it.”

       Lord Kelvin.‘
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Sun power
Affordable and clean energy for all is one of the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals. As part of its work 

on solar power, TC 82 has developed the IEC TS 62257 

series of Technical Specifications on recommendations for 

renewable and hybrid systems for rural electrification which 

focus on developing countries. The series has different 

parts dealing with safety, sustainability and life cycle cost.  

IEC TS 62257-7 specifies the requirements for generators in 

decentralized rural electrification systems.

Going with the wind

The International Energy Agency expects wind power to 

become the leading source of electricity shortly after 2030. 

This emphasizes the critical importance of wind turbine 

performance to the power grid. IEC 61400-12-1 codifies the 

use of remote sensing devices (RSDs) for measuring the power 

performance characteristics of a single wind turbine. The 

Standard applies to the testing of wind turbines of all types 

and sizes connected to the electrical power network, as well 

as small wind turbines when connected to a battery bank.

It is the first time that an IEC Standard recommends RSDs for 

taking power-performance measurements of a wind turbine. 

This is significant because for tall turbines, RSDs, including 

light detection and ranging and sonic detection and ranging, 

are more cost-effective measurement methods than other 

technologies. TC 88, responsible for work in the field of wind 

energy generation systems, prepared this Standard.

Powering industrial vehicles
Although it is still early days, hydrogen fuel cells are one 

possibility for powering industrial electric trucks, because they 

offer longer ranges with shorter refuelling times, compared to 

battery recharging for EVs.

TC 105 produces International Standards for all fuel cell 

types and various associated applications. The IEC 62282-4 

series of Standards covers safety, performance, and 

interchangeability of fuel cell power systems for propulsion 

other than road vehicles and auxiliary power units. In particular,  

IEC 62282-4-102 focuses on performance test methods for 

fuel cell power systems for specific types of industrial electric 

trucks. The Standard can be used by manufacturers of such 

systems and also by those evaluating their performance for 

conformity assessment purposes.
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Leading the way in solar 
thermal power
Solar thermal electric (STE) plants employ concentrating solar 

thermal power technologies, which use large area mirrors to 

concentrate sunlight in order to reach high temperatures of 

several hundred degrees. The output is heat which is used to 

produce steam that drives turbines to produce electricity. Solar 

thermal power can also be stored for later use at relatively 

low cost, generally in large molten salt tanks. This makes 

continuous operations possible. The cumulated STE plant 

capacity worldwide – about 5 GW – is still small but steadily 

increasing.

Simulation studies of STE power generation are often 

required during the various stages of planning, design and 

implementation of such plants. A benchmark methodology is 

used to generate data representative of a typical meteorological 

year and to extrapolate potential energy production over the 

long term. TC 117 has issued two Technical Specifications 

describing the generation and format of such data sets,  

IEC TS 62862-1-2 and IEC TS 62862-1-3.

Energy storage and its 
environment
Electrical energy storage (EES) solutions are essential in 

achieving efficient integration of intermittent renewable 

energy sources such as wind or solar into large-scale grids 

and microgrids and to ensure power quality and a reliable 

electricity supply.

TC 120, which focuses on system aspects of EES, has 

published IEC TS 62933-4-1, a Technical Specification that 

describes environmental considerations associated with EES 

systems. These include for example vibration, noise, heat or 

electromagnetic fields, as well as the disclosure of customer 

information about a product used in an EES system with a 

potential for battery fluid leakage into the air, soil or water. 

EES systems themselves may also face environmental risks 

from lightning, earthquakes, flooding, extreme heat including 

fires, ice and snow, dust and smoke, humidity, to name but a 

few. The TS provides guidelines to address all these risks and 

more.

Solar thermal electric plants employ concentrating solar thermal power  technologies.‘
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TC 120 also prepared IEC TS 62933-5-1 which specifies the 

safety considerations for EES systems integrated in the electric 

grid. The increased deployment of EES systems and their 

installation by consumers combined with the adoption of new 

technologies requires that safety issues be addressed. Lastly, 

IEC 62933-2-1 describes the essential unit parameters, such 

as energy capacity and power rating, for EES systems as well 

as the testing methods to ensure that these parameters are 

integrated in the electric grid.

Equipping trains for the 
future
Batteries are a vital piece of equipment for many different 

types of transport, including trains. Powering trains with 

batteries can be a lower cost alternative to installing electric 

overhead cables or using diesel motors, and has the added 

benefit of eliminating noise pollution.

To be able to operate over a sizeable distance, trains require 

large, non-portable batteries. Initially, lithium-ion batteries 

were developed for small portable applications, but more 

recently large capacity lithium cells are being produced for 

industrial and railway applications. TC 9, which focuses on 

electrical equipment and systems for railways, prepared  

IEC 62928 to specify the battery requirements for railway 

traction applications. 

The battery systems described in IEC 62928 are intended 

primarily for use as an energy storage system for the traction 

power of hybrid railway vehicles as defined and specified in 

IEC 62864-1, published in 2016.

Plugging in your EV
Electric vehicles are becoming ubiquitous. According to some 

estimates, one in six new vehicles in 2025 will be an EV. With 

it, wired and wireless power transfer installations are needed.

TC 20, which publishes International Standards for electric 
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cables, issued IEC 62893-1, IEC 62893-2 and IEC 62893-3. 

These Standards specify the requirements for AC charging 

cables between the electricity supply point of the charging 

station and the EV. Standardization work for DC charging 

cables is ongoing.

Down the road
Blind spots are one of the main causes of road accidents. Smart 

wrap-around view monitors help drivers to spot obstacles on 

blind junctions. These monitoring systems provide drivers 

with the optimal surround view image in various situations, 

whether parking, turning and even in high-traffic situations.  

IEC TS 63033-1 specifies the model for generating the 

surrounding visual image of the drive monitoring system. 

Similar to a “black box” recorder on an aircraft, an event video 

data recorder (EVDR) is used in cars to record accidents. 

IEC 63005-1 specifies the basic requirements for an EVDR. 

TC 100/TA 17, which focuses on multimedia systems and 

equipment for cars, developed both Standards.

Secure power systems
Uninterruptible power systems (UPS) ensure the continuity of 

an AC power source. They can also improve the quality of the 

power source by safeguarding specific voltage and frequency 

characteristics, and remove disturbances from the power 

source. They are vital for protecting systems – from small 

hardware items such as computers and telecommunications 

equipment to large data centres, hospitals and other critical 

infrastructure – from power cuts and surges.

SC 22H has produced IEC 62040-1 which specifies the 

requirements to ensure the safety for those who may come 

into contact with the UPS. The aim is to reduce risks during the 

use, maintenance and operation of the UPS.
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Energy efficient motors
Fans and pumps consume a large portion of the electricity 

used by industrial electrical motors. Small energy efficiency 

increases can make a big difference in electricity consumption. 

For example, the use of motors with variable speed drives can 

significantly improve energy efficiency.

AC adjustable speed drives (ASD) are variable speed control 

devices used to change the operating speed of a motor in 

industrial, commercial and some residential applications. 

Its use offers a number of advantages compared to motors 

without ASD that only operate at full speed. They include 

the ability to adapt motor output based on operating needs, 

controlled acceleration and energy conservation.

SC 22G has published the IEC 61800 series, which covers 

adjustable speed electrical power drive systems, incorporating 

semiconductor power converters. IEC 61800-3 provides EMC 

requirements and test methods. It can be applied to AC or 

DC motor drives and includes requirements for testing.  

IEC 61800-9-1 covers the eco design for power drive systems, 

motor starters, power electronics and their applications. It 

specifies the general methodology for evaluating energy 

efficiency of power-driven equipment. IEC 61800-9-2 offers 

a methodology for implementing the best energy efficiency 

solution for power drive systems.

DIY made safe and quiet
TC 116 prepares safety Standards for hand-held and 

transportable motor-operated electric tools and gardening 

appliances. Within the IEC 62841 series, it developed two 

additional Standards for handheld drills and transportable 

drain cleaners. TC 116 has also developed a Standard for 

robotic lawnmowers.

IEC 62841-2-1 is about safety of handheld impact drills (and 

similar products) and includes test methods for vibration and 

noise measurements. Being able to compare the noise of 

impact drills through a standardized measurement method 

brings real value to consumers, not only the users but also 

their neighbours. IEC 62841-3-14 covers safety requirements 

and their verification for transportable drain cleaners.  

IEC 60335-2-107 specifies safety requirements and their 

verification for the design and construction of robotic battery-

powered electrical lawnmowers and their peripherals.
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Better than real life?
The constant quest for higher image quality and higher 

energy efficiency, as well as for diversified products such as 

4K, 8K and transparent displays is accelerating. The market 

is expanding and technologies for organic light-emitting 

diode (OLED) displays are rapidly developing, both for TV 

sets and for mobile devices. IEC 62341-6-3, published by  

TC 110: Electronic display devices, specifies the measurement 

conditions and methodology for determining the image 

quality of OLED display panels and modules. In this second 

edition, the measuring methods for viewing angle is modified, 

measurement of the half luminance angle, gamma distortion, 

directional colour variation is added. Measurement methods for 

colour characteristics are another addition to this publication.
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Flexible and sharp

Flexible displays have drawn much attention in recent 

years; major TV brands propose curved displays and many 

smartphone manufacturers have embraced the technology 

with thinner, lighter, bezel-less designs for their products.  

TC 110 published IEC 62715-5-3, which provides the 

framework and processes for the visual assessment of 

the image quality of flexible display devices. Assessment 

methods focus on new and aging flexible display modules 

under standard ambient conditions and comprise different 

mechanical and environmental endurance tests.

A test for flexible chips
Flexible semiconductors are opening up new possibilities for 

wearable electronics which are especially useful for medical 

and healthcare monitoring. New materials are revolutionizing 

this field and TC 47, responsible for the standardization of 

semiconductor devices, is tracking the latest developments. 

It has released IEC 62951-1 which specifies a bending test 

method to measure the electromechanical properties or 

flexibility of conductive thin films used in the making of flexible 

and stretchable semiconductors. 

LEDs in the lead
We rely on artificial lighting to continue our activities long after 

the sun has gone down. Lights also provide us with safety and 

comfort whether inside our homes, outside or in our cars.

IEC 60810 details the performance requirements for filament 

and discharge lamps as well as LEDs used in road vehicles, 

from headlamps to interior lighting. This Standard has been 

updated to include new requirements for LED light sources 

for vehicles.

The reliability of LED products depends on its parts.  

IEC TS 62861 provides guidelines for testing the reliability 

of the principal components in LED light sources and LED 

luminaires. SC 34A: Lamps, developed both Standards.

Safely wired
Electric motors transform energy into mechanical motion 

through magnetic fields that are generated through 

coils of insulated wire. Winding wires are widely used in 

electric devices because of their conductivity, including the 

construction of transformers, inductors, motors, speakers and 

any other application that requires tight coils of insulated wire.

The range of applications extends from the use of extremely fine 

wires for electronics and telecommunications applications, to 

the use of large insulated and covered wires for the large motor 

We rely on artificial lighting to continue our activities long after the sun has gone down. ‘
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and power transformation industries. There is an increasing 

demand for winding wires around the world as industrialization 

is proceeding and demand for electricity and more automated 

solutions grows in particular in less industrialized regions. 

Electrification of vehicles is beginning to be a further factor for 

increasing demands.

TC 55 prepares Standards for wires for electrical winding, 

irrespective of conductor material, shape, size or type of 

covering, with attention given to the need for environmental 

protection and safety of human health. Winding wire Standards 

cover product specifications, test procedures and packaging.

IEC 60317-0-7 establishes general requirements for fully 

insulated zero-defect enamelled round copper wires.  

IEC 60317-0-10 covers specifications and general 

requirements for particular types of winding wires, including 

polyester glass-fibre wound fused, unvarnished, or resin or 

varnish impregnated, bare or enamelled round copper wire.

Control, protect and isolate
Electronic and semiconductor technologies have created new 

and hybrid devices, combining mechanical, electronic and 

semiconductor technologies. These new technologies bring 

new functionality to products and an improved ability for 

control, protection and communications.

Switchgear and controlgear encompass most products used 

to control and protect electrical installations and loads. 

They include circuit breakers, switches, starters, contactors, 

auxiliary switches (e.g. push buttons), with some including, in 

addition to basic protection, residual current protection and 

motor protection.

SC 121A is responsible for low voltage (LV) switchgear and 

controlgear equipment for LV industrial and commercial use. It 

has prepared the second edition of IEC 60715 which specifies 

dimensional and functional requirements for the mounting 

of switchgear, controgear and accessories on some types of 

rails. It has been updated to bring it into compliance with the 

relevant ISO/IEC Directives.
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No disturbances
EMC ensures that different pieces of electrical equipment 

or system can operate safely and reliably in close proximity 

without introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances 

that hinder their function or negatively impact the environment.

IEC 61851-21-1, developed by TC 69, provides the EMC 

requirements for on-board charging units of electric vehicles 

when they are connected to the mains supply. It defines EMC 

test methods in any charging mode of a vehicle so that the 

communications system between the EV, the charging station 

and the electric grid, as well as the operation of the whole 

system, is not disrupted. Together with IEC 61851-1, it is part 

of a series of Standards related to the conductive charging 

system of EVs.

IEC TS 61000-5-10 provides guidance on the protection of 

commercial buildings and facilities from the electromagnetic 

disturbances caused by two electromagnetic phenomena: 

high-altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP), caused by the 

detonation of a nuclear explosion outside of earth’s atmosphere, 

and intentional electromagnetic interference (IEMI) that is 

generated maliciously and with a criminal intention. This 

Technical Specification, prepared by SC 77C, brings together 

all major HEMP and IEMI protection publications and provides 

guidance on their application.

Keep your feet on the 
ground
Electrostatic discharge can have a harmful impact and cause 

damage or interference to sensitive electronic components, or 

ignition of explosive atmospheres. As a result, it is preferable 

to prevent possible damage by ensuring that those working in 

such environments have a low electrostatic potential.

IEC 61340-4-3 describes a test method for determining the 

electrical resistance of shoes, including boots and slippers, 

with the aim of controlling the electrostatic potential of the 

person wearing them. Footwear is an important electrostatic 

control device, especially in electronics manufacturing and 

process industries where there may be explosive atmospheres, 

since they provide a ground connection for the wearer via 

suitable flooring. This Standard has been prepared by TC 101 

which is responsible for electrostatics.

Raise the alarm
Alarm systems are an indispensable security feature, used to 

signal trespassers, whether in public buildings, industrial and 

commercial sites or private homes. Three types of systems are 

used to provide security: traditional alarms (IEC 62642 series), 

access control (IEC 60839-11 series) and video surveillance 

(IEC 62676 series). Building intercom system is another area 

of standardization that aims to manage different installed 

systems within the same area.

Each of these systems are gradually switching from traditional 

analogue networks to digital internet protocol (IP) ones.  

IEC 62820-1-2 specifies the technical requirements for 

building intercom systems using IP. This Standard, along with 
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the series mentioned above, are published by TC 79 which 

addresses alarm and electronic security systems.

(Un)light my fire
Even low voltage electrotechnical products can ignite fires 

in the event of misuse, malfunction or failure. They have to 

be designed in such a way as to minimize that risk by using 

the appropriate materials, for instance. IEC TS 60695-1-14 

provides guidance on the different levels of power related to 

the probability of ignition and fire in these types of products. 

This guidance document is part of the IEC 60695 series 

published by TC 89 which aims to save lives and property by 

reducing the number of fires or limiting the consequences of 

fires in the design of electrotechnical products.

Optimizing capital 
investment in spare parts
Spare parts provisioning is a prerequisite for all types of 

maintenance tasks. Proper planning and control of spare parts 

is a critical component of effective supportability. If the right 

parts are not available for routine maintenance or repairs, 

downtime is prolonged. If too many spare parts are available, 

the enterprise absorbs excessive costs and carries inventory. 

Spare parts provisioning is based on four goals: the right spare 

part, in the right quantity, at the right time, at the right place. 

IEC 62550, published by TC 56, is the first IEC Standard that 

describes specific requirements for spare parts provisioning, 

applicable to all industries where supportability has a major 

impact on the dependability of the item through its life cycle.
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Minimizing cost of 
ownership 
Life cycle costing is the process of performing an economic 

analysis to assess the cost of an item over a portion, or all, 

of its life cycle in order to make decisions that will minimize 

the total cost of ownership while still meeting stakeholder 

requirements. TC 56 issued IEC 60300-3-3 which particularly 

highlights the costs associated with the dependability of 

an item. Guidance is provided on life cycle costing with the 

intention of assisting those who may be required to specify 

and commission such activities. The third edition includes a 

complete analysis process, greater reference to international 

accounting practices and increased discussion of financial 

concepts.

Predicting system reliability
The failure rate of a system usually depends on time, with 

the rate varying over the life cycle of the system. Many 

organizations maintain internal databases of failure information 

on the devices or systems that they produce, which can be 

used to calculate failure rates for those devices or systems. 

For new devices or systems, the historical data for similar 

devices or systems can serve as a useful estimate. IEC 61709, 

also issued by TC 56, provides guidance on the use of failure 

rate data for reliability prediction of electric components used 

in equipment. The method uses the concept of reference 

conditions which are the typical values of stresses that are 

observed by components in the majority of applications. Using 

failure rates stated as reference conditions allows realistic 

reliability predictions to be made in the early design phase.  

IEC 61709 also gives guidance on how a database of 

component failure data can be constructed to provide failure 

rates that can be used with the included stress models.

Avoiding the cost of 
misinterpretation
Close to 20 000 technical experts from all over the world 

participate in the development of IEC International Standards. 

The need for clearly defined and internationally agreed 

terminology was identified by the IEC very early on in its 

existence. When experts have a common understanding of 

what a term refers to, their collaboration is more productive 

and focused on seeking consensus on content.
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TC 1: Terminology, supervises and coordinates the 

development of the International Electrotechnical Vocabulary 

(IEV) in the IEC 60050 series, the content of which is freely 

accessible on the web at www.electropedia.org. In 2017, TC 

1 collaborated with several IEC committees to prepare revised 

or new IEV parts. With TC 9, it developed the second edition of  

IEC 60050-811, which gives the general terminology 

relating to electric traction used in electrical equipment and 

systems for railways, and of IEC 60050-821, which provides 

terminology relating to signalling and security apparatus for 

railways. Together with TC 56, it prepared the first edition of 

IEC 60050-692, which addresses the terminology used when 

considering the dependability and quality of service of electric 

power systems.

Facilitating information 
exchange
Business processes are increasingly being digitized to allow 

for the sharing and exchange of product information between 

organizations based on the methodology and information 

model in IEC 61360-1. Such information can include who 

developed the product, what it is used for and further details 

pertaining to a specific part of the product life cycle.

In order to facilitate this exchange, IEC has set up a 

common data dictionary (CDD), covering concepts for all 

electrotechnical domains. IEC 62569-1 is part of a series of 

Standards (under development) which aims to transfer former 

paper-based applications of product descriptions, including 

properties and values, throughout the product life cycle, 

into electronic format for evaluation and management using 

computers. IEC 62569-1 also provides methods of expanding 

the use of existing standardized properties, as provided in the  

IEC CDD along the life cycle periods, without the need to 

define additional properties. This Standard was developed by 

IEC TC 3 for use by other technical committees which prepare 

safety Standards.
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Emmy Award

The US Academy of Television Arts & Sciences awarded an 

Emmy for outstanding achievement in engineering to the 

expert group responsible for developing the video compression 

Standard known as high efficiency video coding (HEVC). It is 

the primary coding format used for ultra-high definition (UHD) 

TV.

This Emmy Award recognizes the achievements of the Joint 

Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), composed of 

the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Expert Group from ISO/IEC JTC 1/ 

SC 29 and of the ITU Video Coding Experts Group of ITU-T 

Study Group 16.

This is the third Emmy the group received for its work on video 

compression.

HEVC, published as ISO/IEC 23008-2 | ITU-T H.265, is 

a significant evolution from its predecessor known as 

MPEG-4 AVC. The Standard has proven especially valuable 

in accelerating the rollout of UHD. Its support for synthetic 

content, 3D and multiview enables practical applications of 

virtual and augmented reality on all viewing devices.

Many consortia – such as 3GPP, ARIB, ATSC, Blu-Ray, Digital 

UK, DVB, EBU, ETSI and the Ultra HD Forum – have adopted 

HEVC in their specifications.

Emmy Award
Primetime Emmy Award for UHD viewing Standard

The Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) at the Emmys
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White Paper and Technology Report

The IEC Market Strategy Board (MSB) helps identify future 

technologies and trends. It brings together CTOs of major 

global companies and helps the IEC address broad issues 

in electrotechnology. The MSB publishes White Papers that 

help assess global needs and provide recommendations to all 

relevant stakeholders. In 2017, the MSB published a White 

Paper on edge intelligence.

To enable and realize the true value of the IoT, edge intelligence 

pushes processing for data intensive applications away from 

the core of the cloud to the edge of the network.

This radical transformation from the cloud to the edge, edge 

intelligence, will support trillions of sensors and billions of 

systems. It will treat data in motion differently from data at 

rest.

This White Paper synthesizes current trends in the areas of 

cloud computing, mobile networking, IoT and other domains 

that require low delay in communication and decision. Such 

domains include smart manufacturing, video analysis for 

security and safety, automotive, intelligent city furniture or 

virtual reality. The publication explores market potential and 

vertical use case requirements, analyzes gaps and produces 

recommendations for adopting vertical edge intelligence 

technologies.

The White Paper was developed by the IEC MSB edge 

intelligence project team with major contributions from 

Huawei and the Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communications 

Systems FOKUS.

White Paper – Edge intelligence
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Low voltage direct current (LVDC) is a disruptive technology 

that fundamentally accelerates energy access and improves 

energy efficiency. LVDC applications are many and varied, and 

can be applied in every country in the world.

In developed economies, the main drivers for the use of LVDC 

are the improvement of energy efficiency and power quality as 

well as the conversion to renewable energy.

In developing economies, the standardization of various 

aspects of LVDC is likely to have a profound impact by 

facilitating electricity access in even the remotest of villages.

This Technology Report examines LVDC in terms of market 

potential, access to energy, voltage standardization, safety and 

other key considerations. It pools the collective expertise and 

know-how of experts from all around the world.

The Technology Report was prepared by IEC SEG 4: Low 

voltage direct current applications, distribution and safety for 

use in developed and developing economies.

IEC White Papers and Technology Reports can be downloaded 

from the IEC website: www.iec.ch/whitepaper

Technology Report – LVDC: electricity for the 21st century

LVDC is a disruptive technology that fundamentally accelerates energy access and improves 
energy efficiency.‘
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IEC work supports all types of testing and verification.

The IEC runs four Conformity Assessment (CA) Systems, each 

of which operates schemes and programmes based on third-

party conformity assessment, also known as certification. They 

establish that a product is in conformance with the applicable 

Standard(s) and meets expectations in terms of performance, 

safety, efficiency, reliability, durability, and other criteria 

according to the Standard(s) listed on the certificate.

The IEC CA Systems represent the largest and most successful 

multilateral recognition agreements in the world. Their 

success is based on a proven operational model that ensures 

harmonized interpretations of Standards, a common set of 

rules and operational procedures for all certifiers and test 

houses to follow and a common format for test reports and 

certificates.

Thousands of certification bodies and testing laboratories 

participate in the CA Systems. They accept the certificates 

and conformity assessment reports of other members of a CA 

System. Certificates are widely accepted, well beyond member 

countries.

The IEC CA Systems help remove significant delays and 

expense for multiple testing and approvals. This allows industry 

to reduce cost and enter markets faster with its products.

Cyber security

The IEC Conformity Assessment Board (CAB) has set up a 

working group to investigate the market need and time frame for  

CA services (global certification schemes) for products, 

services, personnel and integrated systems in the domain 

of cyber security. The working group collaborates with the 

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) on 

a project to create a common regulatory objectives document 

focusing on cyber security. The objective of this document will 

be to describe a “world best practice process for a systems 

approach to conformity assessment for cyber security”, which 

will be a comprehensive but generic process that can be 

applied to any technical system.

An outcome of this collaboration has been to recognize 

that, although more than 600 International Standards 

with cyber security elements were first identified by the 

IEC Advisory Committee on information security and data 

privacy (ACSEC) three years ago, there is a convergence 

onto two different series of International Standards. There is 

evidence that the cyber security world is converging onto the  

IEC 62443 series for critical infrastructure applications which 

are mainly operational technology oriented, and onto the  

ISO/IEC 27000 family of Standards for information technology 

applications. There is further evidence, however, that many 

applications may need some elements of both these series 

of Standards.

Testing, verification, certification
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For this reason, IECEE has already created global certification 

services based on the IEC 62443 series and may, in the future, 

extend this to ISO/IEC 27000 publications and in response to 

market demand increases.

Expanding CA services

As market demand for conformity assessment services is 

growing, the CAB has also established a working group tasked 

with identifying and listing industry sectors/applications that 

may need global CA services as well as estimating the types of 

services that may be required for those sectors/applications. 

Its role is to propose rules, procedures and systematic 

methods to determine priorities for bringing new CA services 

online quickly and efficiently

International partners

The IEC has a tripartite memorandum of understanding with 

the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) 

and the International Accreditation Forum (IAF), with an aim 

to ensure common understanding and interpretation of the 

relevant Standards, and to put in place a unified assessment 

process with the accreditation body, which then relies on 

IEC CA Systems experts. However testing and certification in 

electrotechnology requires special expertise and equipment. 

The IEC laboratory assessment process goes well beyond and 

covers also the relevant expertise of personnel, verifying their 

ability to run the complex electrotechnical test programmes 

that are a part of IEC International Standards, in full compliance 

with the rules of the applicable CA System.

Market demand for conformity assessment services is growing.‘
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New edition of ISO/IEC 17025

Since the publication of its first edition in 1999, ISO/IEC 17025 

has become the international reference for calibration and 

testing laboratories around the world. The Standard, developed 

by experts from the IEC and ISO communities under the aegis 

of the ISO Committee of conformity assessment (CASCO), 

circulated for voting to the national bodies of IEC and ISO and 

approved by both organizations, contains requirements for 

laboratories to enable them to demonstrate that they operate 

competently and are able to generate valid results.

The third edition of ISO/IEC 17025, published in November 

2017, takes into account the numerous changes in market 

conditions that have occurred since 2005, when the second 

edition was issued. For instance, the Standard focuses on 

information technology, with a new section devoted to the use 

of computer systems and electronic records, as well as the 

production of electronic results and reports. The publication 

also puts the emphasis on the results of a process rather than 

on a detailed description of its tasks and steps.
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IECEE
IECEE, the IEC System of Conformity Assessment Schemes 

for Electrotechnical Equipment and Components, is an 

international conformity assessment system based on  

IEC International Standards.

Its members use the principle of mutual recognition (reciprocal 

acceptance) of third-party test reports and certificates, which 

cover the safety, quality and efficiency of electrical and 

electronic components, equipment and products for homes, 

offices, workshops, health facilities and factories among 

others.

IECEE enables manufacturers to ensure their products are 

safe, reliable and perform as they should, in order to obtain 

certification or approval at national levels around the world.

Limiting risk through functional safety

Functional safety is a vital part of complex technology used 

for safety-related systems and applies to all industries. It 

provides assurance that such systems will offer the necessary 

risk reduction required to achieve equipment safety and avoid 

causing harm to people, property or the environment. During its 

November meeting, the functional safety task force developed 

recommendations to the Certification Management Committee 

to approve a new certification programme for functional safety 

associated with industrial automation

Keeping our smart world secure

Cyber security has become a hot topic as the digitization 

of industries advances. In particular, it is imperative to 

protect critical energy infrastructures against cyber attacks 

to ensure energy security. In November, IECEE, through the 

cyber security task force, ran a comprehensive cyber security 

workshop, based on the IEC 62443 series of Standards for the 

security for industrial automation and control systems. These 

Standards have already been adopted by different industries, 

including power plants and railway networks, and are now 

used as the basis for IECEE certificates of conformity.

www.iecee.org

52 member bodies

79 national certification 
bodies (NCBs)

511 testing laboratories 
(TLs/SPTLs)

94 992 test certificates 
issued in 2017

2 130 client testing 
facilities (CTFs)

The IEC CA Systems
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IECEx
IECEx, the IEC System for Certification to Standards Relating 

to Equipment for Use in Explosive Atmospheres, provides 

certification for areas where there is a risk of fire and/

or explosions due to flammable gases, liquids and dusts  

(Ex areas). The CA System provides the following certification 

schemes as part of a life cycle approach to ensuring safety via 

compliance with Standards:
 IECEx certified equipment scheme

 IECEx certified service facilities sheme

 IECEx scheme for certification of personnel competence 

(CoPC)

While the certified equipment scheme covers the testing and 

certification of newly manufactured Ex electrical and non-

electrical equipment, the certified service facilities scheme 

addresses inspection (location and other), installation, 

maintenance and repair of equipment and systems. The 

scheme for certification of personnel competence, as the 

name suggests, certifies a person’s ability to competently 

apply the series of International Standards prepared by  

IEC TC 31: Equipment for explosive atmospheres.

Non-electrical equipment

Following the publication in 2016 of five ISO and ISO/IEC 

International Standards developed by IEC SC 31M: Non-

electrical equipment and protective systems for explosive 

atmospheres, the demand for certification in compliance 

with ISO 80079-36 and ISO 80079-37 has kept growing 

throughout 2017. This meets the need for industry to ensure 

that not only the electric motor is tested and certified but 

also the mechanical devices it is connected to. Non-electrical 

equipment may include dosing pumps, cabinet coolers, sensing 

devices, couplings, pumps, gearboxes, brakes, hydraulic and 

pneumatic motors and any combination of devices that are 

part of machinery, fans, engines, compressors, assemblies, 

etc.
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Training for the CoPC

To meet Ex industry needs and ensure that all safety aspects 

have been covered, IECEx set up the IECEx CoPC Scheme in 

early 2010, providing companies working in the Ex field with 

independent proof that a person has the required competence 

to implement the International Ex Standards and to work 

on, or repair, equipment located in hazardous areas. The 

CoPC complements the other IECEx Schemes to ensure that 

equipment and people working in the Ex field operate in the 

safest possible conditions.

To assist applicants in their preparation for the CoPC, IECEx 

launched the IECEx recognized training provider (RTP) 

programme for organizations that have specific programmes 

in support of IEC International Standards and the IECEx 

System. These RTPs provide candidates with knowledge and 

understanding on the terminology and protection concepts for 

electrical equipment used in explosive atmospheres, based on 

the IEC 60079 series of International Standards. They cover 

theoretical and practical assessments and assist candidates in 

selecting and preparing for the relevant units of competence.

China hosts 2017 IECEx conference

The 2017 IECEx international conference took place in 

Shanghai, China, on 11-12 April. Organized by the IEC and 

IECEx, together with the Certification and Accreditation 

Administration of the People’s Republic of China (CNCA), in 

conjunction with the United Nations Economic Commission for 

Europe (UNECE), the two-day event was a unique opportunity 

not only to learn more about IECEx, but also to get involved 

and network with the Ex community. The event was a huge 

success. Through their presentations and contacts with around 

400 participants, experts were able to share their experience 

and knowledge on all matters pertaining to the Ex field.

UN endorsement

IECEx maintains endorsement by the United Nations via the 

UNECE as THE certification system for the assessment of 

conformity in Ex areas. Since the UNECE Common Regulatory 

Framework for Equipment Used in Environments with an 

Explosive Atmosphere was issued in 2011, several regulators 

have been aligning with the common regulatory objectives 

listed in the publication; for instance, the US Coast Guard 

use IECEx for equipment on foreign-flagged ships within their 

jurisdiction.

IECEx operates the only global online certificate system 

dedicated to the Ex sector, allowing instant verification of 

claims of compliance of certificates issued by more than 80 

IECEx certification bodies.

www.iecex.com

33 member countries

83 certification bodies 
(+applicants) (ExCBs)

61 testing laboratories (ExTLs)

73 500 certificates and 
reports in total

16 recognized training 
providers (RTPs)

http://www.iecex.com
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IECQ
IECQ, the IEC Quality Assessment System for Electronic 

Components, is a worldwide approval and certification system 

that covers the supply, assembly, associated materials 

and processes of a large variety of electronic components 

that are used in millions of devices and systems. IECQ 

provides manufacturers with independent verification that  

IEC International Standards and other specifications were met 

by suppliers who hold an IECQ certification.

The CA System provides the following core certification 

schemes and programmes which serve as an effective supply 

chain management tool for industry in verifying compliance 

with component specifications and Standards:
 IECQ approved process (AP)

 IECQ counterfeit avoidance programme (AP-CAP)

 IECQ approved component (AC)

 IECQ automotive qualification programme (AC-AQP)

 IECQ scheme for LED Lighting (LED components, 

assemblies and systems)

 IECQ Technology Certification (AC-TC)

 IECQ avionics

 IECQ hazardous substances process management (HSPM)

 IECQ independent testing laboratory (ITL)

Efficient management of hazardous substances

The considerable increase in the production of electronic 

components adds to the pressure on manufacturers to 

produce components that are not only cheaper and smarter, 

but also “cleaner”.

IECQ HSPM is a technically based management systems 

approach to implementing and maintaining hazardous 

substance-free products and production processes. Many 

companies today are working to attain IECQ HSPM certification to  

IECQ QC 080000.

The fourth edition of IECQ QC 080000, published in May 

2017, clarifies how organizations can use the publication to 

manage their hazardous substances other than through the 

outright removal of restricted substances and avoiding their 

use in products.

IECQ QC 080000 is available on the IEC Webstore in English, 

French, Korean, Russian, simplified Chinese and traditional 

Chinese.

Training

IECQ provides industry with a “supply chain verification 

tool” for seeking assurance that electronic components, 

assemblies, processes and related materials conform to 

declared technical Standards and specifications. Because 

technically competent personnel are an integral part of the 

IECQ System, IECQ facilitate standardized training through 

IECQ training workshops and IECQ Standard training course 

material, in support of the IECQ System and its schemes/

programmes.
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In 2017, the publication of the fourth edition of  

IECQ QC 080000 led to the organization of a series of training 

sessions, mainly in Asia.

LED certification

The IECQ Scheme for LED Lighting, established under the 

umbrella of the generic IECQ AC Scheme, can be applied to 

certify manufacturers and suppliers of electronic components, 

modules and assemblies used in the production of LED 

packages, engines, lamps, luminaires and associated LED 

ballasts/drivers. It provides a standardized approach for 

evaluating suppliers and is used as a powerful supply chain 

management tool when assessing and monitoring the various 

tier-level suppliers.

Since September 2016, when IECQ issued the first certificate 

under its IECQ Scheme for LED Lighting, many manufacturers 

and/or suppliers have obtained certificates.

Events

During the year, IECQ participated in many international events, 

conferences, trade fairs and exhibitions, mainly in Asia.

www.iecq.org

14 member countries 

25 certification bodies 

58 certification body 
branches

7 300 certificates 
in total

IECQ

http://www.iecq.org
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IECRE
Instilling confidence in an industry

Given the ever-increasing demand for electricity, and the need 

to reduce the share of fossil fuels in power generation, the 

integration of renewable energies (REs) in the mix continues 

to develop and grow rapidly. Against this backdrop, IECRE, the  

IEC System for Certification to Standards Relating to Equipment 

for the Use in Renewable Energy Applications, was established 

in 2014 to address the specific requirements of the RE field, 

which are not covered by the existing IEC CA Systems.

The System aims to facilitate international trade in equipment 

and services for use in three RE sectors – marine, solar 

photovoltaic and wind energy – while maintaining the required 

level of safety. These IECRE sectors will operate schemes that 

cover personnel, products and services, to provide testing, 

inspection and certification.

Spreading the word 

Over the past year, IECRE representatives have presented the 

System sectors at various events around the world, including:

 International conference on renewable energy development 
and technology, in Frankfurt, organized by IEC and the State 

Grid Corporation of China, with the theme of innovation, 

standardization, cooperation and connectivity.

 Hydrovision – the largest global hydropower meeting held 

in the US – during which participants heard how IECRE is 

addressing some marine and hydrokinetic energy challenges 

through specific design evaluation criteria.

 MET-Certified project European workshops, managed by the 

Dutch Marine Energy Centre, were held in Belgium, France 

and UK, to explain IECRE marine technology certification.

 The UNECE 4th Session of the Group of Experts on 

Renewable Energy Efficiency, in Geneva, which discussed 

how standards and certification can promote renewables.

 Forum on Regional Cooperation: Developing Quality 
Infrastructure for Photovoltaic Energy Generation, held in 

Chile, and aimed at engaging policymakers and regulators 

in the Latin American and Caribbean region to develop and 

implement quality infrastructure for solar PV systems.

www.iecre.org

15 member bodies

12 certification bodies 
(RECBs)

19 testing laboratories 
(RETLs)

3 wind energy certificates 
in 2017

7 inspection bodies
(REIBs)

http://www.iecre.org
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Encouraging development

The IEC family comprises many developing countries both 

among its members and affiliates. To encourage economic 

development, help increase the resilience of infrastructure, 

facilitate access to investment, and better ensure the safety of 

populations, the IEC supports these countries in multiple ways, 

including with a globally unique programme.

A globally unique 
programme
With the Affiliate Country Programme, the IEC has brought 

the advantages of its work to those developing countries 

that don’t feel ready to enter into a membership in the IEC. 

The programme was founded over 15 years ago and helps 

86 developing countries to reinforce their national quality 

infrastructure and encourages them to protect citizens from 

low-quality products and dangerous electrical installations.

In January 2017, Cabo Verde joined the Programme.

Participation in the IEC Affiliate Country Programme is 

completely free of charge and allows developing countries 

to select up to 200 IEC International Standards for national 

adoption and up to 400 once they have established a national 

electrotechnical committee (NEC) and declared the national 

adoption of at least 50 IEC International Standards.

Encouraging development

Praia
Cabo Verde
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In 2017, five affiliate countries continued to adopt  

IEC International Standards at the national level: Bhutan, 

Botswana, Cambodia, Ecuador, Ghana. Furthermore three 

countries declared their very first adoptions: Madagascar, 

Tanzania and Togo.

With six new NECs – Bahamas, Cabo Verde, Guatemala, 

Guinea Bissau, Liberia and Mali – 67,4% of IEC affiliates now 

have a NEC with representatives from the public and private 

sectors. More than half of affiliate NECs have been granted 

the Affiliate Plus status, giving them priority for mentoring and 

doubling their quota of free IEC International Standards for 

adoption (400 instead of 200). Over the period in question, 

Tanzania and Togo reached Affiliate Plus status.

Mentoring partnerships for 
affiliate countries
The IEC has put in place two types of mentoring programmes. 

While one allows IEC members to learn from the expertise 

of other IEC members, the second allows affiliates to benefit 

from the expertise and experience of IEC members. So far  

14 countries have taken advantage of these partnerships 

between affiliates and IEC members:
 Afghanistan – Malaysia

 Bhutan – Sweden

 Côte D’Ivoire – France

 DR Congo – France

 Ecuador – Mexico

 Ethiopia – Germany

 Gambia – Netherlands

 Mongolia – Germany

 Namibia – United Kingdom

 Peru – Mexico

 Rwanda – Austria

 Senegal – France

 Uruguay – Norway

 Zambia – Austria
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During the 2017 IEC General Meeting in Vladivostok, Russia, 

bilateral face-to-face meetings between a number of mentors 

and affiliate countries took place:
 Bhutan – Sweden

 Côte D’Ivoire – France

 DR Congo – France

 Ecuador – Mexico

 Mongolia – Germany.

Mentees and their mentors were able to review progress made 

so far and establish action plans for the year to come.

Understanding conformity 
assessment

So far, 16 IEC affiliate countries have signed the Affiliate 

Conformity Assessment Status (ACAS) pledge, which allows 

them to access training tools and increase their participation 

in the IEC CA Systems, including participation as observers at 

management meetings. In 2017, Costa Rica and Sierra Leone 

were the latest countries to obtain the ACAS.

As part of ACAS, the IEC now provides e-learning modules 

to further the affiliate country participants’ understanding of 

and involvement in IEC CA activities. Four sets of modules 

are available online. They deal with IECEE and its CB Scheme, 

IECEx, IECQ and IECRE. They explain how the CA Systems 

operate, and how developing countries can get involved.

The e-learning modules are available for IEC members too 

and can be accessed free-of-charge: www.iec.ch/affiliates/

acas/e-learning

In the context of ACAS, the IEC held a regional seminar, 

together with the African Electrotechnical Standardization 

Commission (AFSEC), on 12-13 January 2017 in Nairobi, 

Kenya. An IECEE and IECEx expert who collaborated on the 

development of the ACAS e-learning course, took participants 

through a number of modules to give a detailed overview 

of the ACAS e-learning course and information on the  

IEC CA Systems. Over 30 delegates from Côte D’Ivoire,  

DR Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia, Nigeria, 

Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan, Zambia and Zimbabwe 

participated in the seminar.

The IEC, in collaboration with COPANT, the Pan American 

Standards Commission, PTB, the German National Metrology 

Institute and INACAL, the Peruvian National Quality Institute, 

held an IEC ACAS regional seminar in Lima, Peru, on 14-15 

November 2017. This seminar built upon the ACAS regional 

seminar held in Costa Rica in November 2016 to further 

develop the capacity building in quality infrastructure aspects 

of standardization and CA for the Latin America region. Over 20 

delegates – regulators and national standards body members 

– from Barbados, Bahamas, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominica, 

Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Paraguay, Saint Lucia, 

Saint Kitts and Nevis, Trinidad and Tobago, and CROSQ, the 

Caribbean Community Regional Organisation for Standards 

and Quality, attended the event.

http://www.iec.ch/affiliates/acas/e-learning 
http://www.iec.ch/affiliates/acas/e-learning 
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Events and partnerships
International workshop on rural electrification and 
renewable energy – Havana, Cuba, 3 February 2017

The IEC held a workshop in Havana on the topics of low 

voltage direct current (LVDC), rural electrification, renewable 

energies, smart cities, internet of things and IEC Conformity 

Assessment. Around 100 individuals attended, from the private 

sector and government, including specialists and experts from 

the Ministry of Energy and Mines.

5th Meeting of SARSO Governing Board –  
Dhaka, Bangladesh, 28 February 2017

The Governing Board is the highest authority of the South 

Asian Regional Standards Organization (SARSO) and is 

responsible for formulating policies, giving directives and 

guidance for the effective functioning of SARSO. The Governing 

Board is composed of the heads of the respective national 

standards bodies of each South Asian Association for Regional 

Cooperation (SAARC) member state. Following the cooperation 

agreement signed between IEC and SARSO in 2016, the IEC 

was present at the 5th meeting of the Governing Board of 

SARSO and was invited to present an update on IEC activities, 

including ACAS.

ARE Energy Access Investment forum 2017 /  
Off-grid B2B matchmaking event – Lisbon, Portugal,  
22-23 March 2017

Since 2014, the Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) is 

an official partner of the IEC Affiliate Country Programme; 

it is also a partner of Sustainable Energy for All (SEforALL). 

Its mission is to bring access to electricity to all by 2030, 

therefore meeting UN Sustainable Development Goal 7. It has 

a multi-stakeholder approach, and focuses on four areas: 

policy dialogue, private sector, capacity building and access 

to finance.

At the 2017 forum, the IEC participated in a panel on technical 

assistance for rural electrification and emphasized the 

importance of International Standards, a major component of 

any national quality infrastructure. IEC plans to intensify its 

collaboration with ARE in future and will continue to support 

SEforALL.

IEC LVDC conference for electricity access –  
Nairobi, Kenya, 22-23 May 2017 

In collaboration with AFSEC and the Kenya Bureau of 

Standards (KEBS), the IEC organized the first international 

conference on LVDC as a solution for electricity access in 

developing countries. Participants represented governmental 

and funding agencies, investors, insurance companies, power 

utilities, equipment manufacturers, project implementers and 

technical experts active in the area of energy access. Their 

feedback will allow regulators and systems administrators to 

benchmark different LVDC solutions and will enable the IEC 

newly established System Committee on LVDC for energy 

access (SyC LVDC) to start its standardization work.
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Dominican Republic event – Santo Domingo,  
Dominican Republic, 6-7 June 2017

SyC LVDC Chair Vimal Mahendru, together with IEC-LARC 

Regional Director Amaury Santos, visited the Dominican 

Republic to meet high-level authorities and stakeholders, who 

had expressed their interest in International Standards for solar 

photovoltaic and rural electrification, household equipment, 

electrical installations and renewable energies among others, 

as well as for two IEC CA Systems, IECEE and IECRE. The main 

objective of the Dominican Republic now is to reorganize its 

NEC to achieve real benefits of participation in IEC activities 

through the Affiliate Country Programme.

DCMAS Network annual meeting –  
Vienna, Austria, 29 June 2017

The IEC met with its partners of the DCMAS Network in 

Vienna to exchange experiences and collaborative actions 

in assisting developing countries to reinforce their national 

quality infrastructure, including metrology, accreditation, 

standardization and conformity assessment. A definition of 

quality infrastructure, to be used going forward by all members 

of the DCMAS Network, was finalized and accepted during the 

meeting.

Workshop for industrializing countries –  
Vladivostok, Russia, 11 October 2017

The 2017 workshop for industrializing countries, entitled  

IEC Quality Assessment System for Electronic Components 

(IECQ), saw the participation of 92 delegates from 31 countries. 

The IECQ Chair and Executive Secretary gave an overview 

of the System and explained how both standardization and 

conformity assessment are like two sides of a coin: only 

together do they deliver real value. Two IEC members – Korea 

and Russia – and an Affiliate – Peru – offered case studies 

describing national lighting programmes and strategies. They 

all highlighted the importance of LEDs as one of the largest 

growing markets for which the IECQ System provides supply 

chain compliance tools.

Korea focused on the integration of IEC International 

Standards and CA into the Korean LED lighting market, Russia 

on lighting in Russia along the themes of energy efficiency 

and quality assurance, and Peru on energy efficiency lighting 

in developing countries and the transformation of the lighting 

market in Peru.

Outreach – Yangon, Myanmar, 20 October 2017

About 50 participants from both the government and private 

sector attended the seminar Importance and benefits of  

IEC International Standards and CA Systems and the workshop 

ASEAN Harmonized Electrical and Electronic Equipment 

Regulatory Regime in Yangon. Hosted by the Department of 

Research and Innovation of Myanmar, the objective of the event 

was to promote the benefits of participating in the IEC, using  

IEC International Standards and CA Systems. Visits were also 

made to the Myanmar Engineering Society and the Union of 

Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry.

WTO TBT Committees –  
March, June and November 2017

The IEC attended the World Trade Organization (WTO) Technical 

Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee meetings in March, June 

and November 2017. The Commission presented its report 

highlighting activities of the IEC, its members, affiliates and 

regional centres geared to increasing the participation of 

developing and industrializing countries in IEC standardization 

and CA activities.
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The IEC Academy
At the General Meeting in Vladivostok, Russia, in October 2017, 

the IEC launched the IEC Academy project, whose purpose is 

to provide high-quality training and make it more frequent, 

predictable and accessible for the entire IEC community.

The IEC Academy will facilitate training workshops at IEC 

Central Office and in national locations. It will also train local 

trainers, so that they may hold local workshops. It will make 

e-learning material available on a centralized platform, and 

will also make extensive use of internet web-conferencing 

technology in order to conduct regular, scheduled and 

frequent webinars. All of this will allow more members of the 

IEC community to participate in training events, even multiple 

times if desired, as some webinars will be repeated throughout 

the year and e-learning material will be available on the  

IEC Academy website.

Academia
Under the auspices of the World Standards Cooperation (WSC), 

the IEC Academy organizes, together with ISO and ITU, a yearly 

event destined to academia. In September 2017, it took place 

at the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law in Chicago, US. 

The IEC Academy and Community Manager gave a keynote 

address entitled How education about standardization can 

benefit from analysis, research and case studies highlighting 

the use of Standards and their contribution to public welfare 

and organizations’ performances.

He also gave lectures at the Faculty of Economics and 

Management, Technical University Berlin on IEC and innovation.

An IEC IEEE KATS Academic Challenge was launched in 

cooperation with IEEE and KATS with the topic Future 

challenges in standardization.

Building the next 
generation 
With an agenda that aims to mature the next generation of  

IEC leaders and experts, the IEC Young Professionals 

Programme (YPP) not only safeguards the future of the IEC but 

also ensures that industry continues to be able to develop the 

technical foundation for safe and reliable products that can be 

sold to many markets. The programme, which was launched 

in Seattle in 2010, has brought together 468 participants from 

50 countries, representing all sectors of electrotechnology.

The most recent workshop was held during the IEC General 

Meeting in Vladivostok, Russia. The Programme teaches 

participants to use standardization as a strategic and important 

networking tool to influence the future of their industry. 70% 

of former YPP participants maintained or increased their 

Education and training
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participation in national and international work. Many IEC 

national committees have put in place similar programmes 

in their country. Currently more than 100 YPs have active 

roles in the IEC, the most prominent include IEC technical 

committee chairs, the systems resource group (SRG) convenor 

and working group convenors among other roles. To date the 

programme counts five IEC 1906 Award winners.

In 2017, nine YPs participated in eight different Standardization 

Management Board (SMB) and Conformity Assessment Board 

(CAB) groups as YP representatives, giving them valuable 

experience and making sure the voice of the next generation is 

being heard. IECEE held its second YP competition where two 

YPs were invited to attend the IECEE Certification Management 

Committee meeting to learn more about IECEE work and 

network.

IEC training workshops for 
the IEC community
The IEC training programme continued throughout 2017 with 

several workshops for beginners and seasoned standardization 

experts in Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, Kenya, South 

Korea, Switzerland and the US. The programme again 

received  excellent feedback. TC/SC officers and IEC technical 

officers experienced positive outcomes from better trained 

convenors and experts participating in IEC working groups 

and project teams. Seasoned TC secretaries underlined that 

they benefitted from the workshops, refreshing essentials and 

getting new insights.

Several new TC/SC officers and NC secretaries received 

intensive training on their job by IEC staff at the IEC Central 

and Regional Offices.
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Global partners

The IEC has agreements with close to 200 partner organizations 

as well as several hundred technical liaisons. World Standards  
Cooperation
The World Standards Cooperation (WSC) is a high-level 

collaboration between the IEC, ISO and ITU. Under this banner, 

the three organizations defend their common interests in 

strengthening and advancing the voluntary consensus-based 

International Standards system.

Joint activities for 2017 included for example: the development 

of a brochure on the use of International Standards in bilateral/

multilateral trade agreements; the WSC Academic Day in 

Chicago, US, in August; and World Standards Day which 

comprised a poster and video competition.
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A cooperation agreement between the IEC and FINCA, the 

Forum of the IEC National Committees of the Americas, was 

signed in Vladivostok, Russia, in October 2017, during the 

81st IEC General Meeting.

The scope of the cooperation agreement is to promote 

communication between the two organizations; to promote the 

use of IEC Standards in response to market demands; to ensure 

transparency of the Standards process in order to facilitate 

world trade; to accelerate the standardization process in order 

to meet the various demands of the market; to make rational 

use of available resources in standardization activities; to 

facilitate the implementation of agreements already reached 

concerning the nations and regional economic communities 

of the Americas; and to increase the involvement of experts in 

the Americas in the various committees of the IEC.

FINCA was established in 2007. Its founding members were the 

IEC National Committees of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico 

and the United States. Chile joined the Forum in 2010 and 

Colombia one year later. FINCA encourages all IEC associate 

members and affiliate countries in the region to participate in 

its meetings as observers.

FINCA President Fabián Yaksic (front left) and IEC General Secretary & CEO Frans Vreeswijk signed the IEC-FINCA cooperation agreement

IEC-FINCA cooperation agreement
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Regional offices

The IEC has offices on five continents. Australia hosts the 

secretariats of two IEC CA Systems, IECEx and IECQ.

IEC-AFRC
Operational since November 2015, the IEC Africa Regional 

Centre (IEC-AFRC) in Nairobi, Kenya, is the IEC regional focal 

point for Africa. IEC-AFRC is assisting countries in the region 

in the adoption and use of IEC International Standards and  

CA Systems. It cooperates closely with the African 

Electrotechnical Standardization Commission (AFSEC) to 

promote participation in and contribution to IEC work.

The Centre is under the joint leadership of Evah Oduor, a 

well-known Kenyan with extensive know-how and expertise in 

standardization work, who was IEC Coordinator for Africa from 

2008 to 2015, and François Yapo Ahoti, who joined the IEC 

from the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO) where he worked as Chief Technical Adviser in 

standardization and quality.

In 2017, IEC-AFRC visited many IEC members and affiliates 

in Africa. The tour included 14 countries and the objective 

was to make contact and evaluate the needs for assistance 

to enhance participation in IEC work. IEC-AFRC took these 

opportunities to address issues concerning the full involvement 

of African countries in IEC standardization work and the use 

of IEC CA Systems. In these countries, meetings have been 

held with regulators, governmental organizations, power utility 

companies, consumers and academia.

In January, IEC-AFRC was present at the AFSEC-ACAS event 

in Nairobi, Kenya. In May, Oduor and Ahoti participated in the 

first ever LVDC conference for sustainable electricity access, 

organized jointly by the IEC and the Kenya Bureau of Standards 

(KEBS), also in Nairobi.

During the year, IEC-AFRC participated in meetings and events 

of regional organizations: AFSEC, the African Organization for 

Standardization (ARSO), the Association of Power Utilities of 

Africa (APUA), the Economic Community of West African States 

(ECOWAS), the Southern African Development Community 

(SADC) Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT). IEC-AFRC was also 

present at the African Utility Week 2017.

In December, IEC-AFRC held training sessions on 

standardization and CA in Algeria and Tunisia.

IEC-APRC
Since 2002, the Asia-Pacific Regional Centre (IEC-APRC), 

based in Singapore, has played a major role in raising 

awareness of the IEC, increasing the use of International 

Standards and CA Systems and maximizing participation of 

Regional offices
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all countries in the region in the Commission’s work. It has 

established communication and networks with key players 

from industry, businesses and governments. As a resource 

for the region, IEC-APRC has engaged closely with national 

committees as well as with regional bodies to support these 

goals. The Centre’s Regional Director is Dennis Chew.

IEC-APRC regularly collaborates with regional committees and 

bodies, including the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 

Subcommittee on Standards and Conformance (SCSC), the 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Consultative 

Committee on Standards and Quality (ACCSQ), the Pacific Area 

Standards Congress (PASC) and the South Asian Regional 

Standards Organization (SARSO). In addition, IEC-APRC also 

participates in regional regulator and association meetings. 

These have created opportunities for the promotion of the 

IEC and its activities at their regional conferences, workshops 

and meetings. These included events on smart cities, silver 

economy, good regulatory practice and WTO TBT. In 2017,  

IEC-APRC also participated in the International Federation 

for the Safety of Electricity Users (FISUEL) symposium in 

Indonesia.

IEC-APRC works closely with NCs in the region to support the 

promotion of IEC work and participates actively in national 

events. In China and India, these included their national Young 

Professionals Programme in 2017. In the areas of promotion, 

stakeholder engagement and training at the national level,  

IEC-APRC collaborated and participated in events held 

in Australia, China, Indonesia, Myanmar, New Zealand, 

Philippines and Singapore.

IEC-APRC provides support for 52 IEC TC/SCs and holds 

the Secretariat of the Advisory Committee on electricity 

transmission and distribution (ACTAD) and of the Advisory 

Committee on energy efficiency (ACEE). It also serves as a 

convenient location to organize training sessions, particularly 

for new TC/SC officers located in the region.

IEC-AFRC - Africa Regional Centre

IEC-APRC - Asia-Pacific Regional Centre

IEC-LARC - Latin America Regional Centre

IEC-ReCNA - Regional Centre for North America

Nairobi

Singapore

São Paulo

Boston
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IEC-APRC serves as a venue for the IEC community to 

meet. It regularly host meetings of strategy groups, advisory 

committees, working groups, maintenance teams and project 

teams supporting IEC work on both standards development and 

conformity assessment. In 2017, IEC-APRC also supported the 

hosting of the IECQ annual meetings.

IEC-LARC 
The Latin America Regional Centre (IEC-LARC) was established 

in 2007 in São Paulo, Brazil, to develop promotional activities 

in the Latin American and Caribbean region. Its Regional 

Director is Amaury Santos.

IEC-LARC was set up to actively encourage the use of  

IEC International Standards and CA Systems and to enhance 

participation of countries in the Latin America region. Since 

its inception, the Centre has seen new countries join the IEC 

as members. IEC-LARC also works closely with the Latin 

American countries that participate in the IEC Affiliate Country 

Programme, notably countries of the Andean Community and 

Central America.

In 2017, the Centre observed a growing interest in  

IEC international standardization and participation in other 

IEC-related activities, culminating with Peru – an affiliate since 

2002 – accepted as a full member of the IEC in December. 

IEC-LARC also saw a surge in the number of enquiries on the 

IEC CA Systems, linked to concerns about the quality of locally 

manufactured or imported products.

IEC-LARC provides support to the FINCA and works continuously 

on strengthening ties with many important standards-related 

organizations in the region to encourage their members to 

participate actively in the IEC. Those include in particular the 

Pan American Standards Commission (COPANT), the Council 

for Harmonization of Electrotechnical Standards of the Nations 

in the Americas (CANENA) and the Caribbean Community 

(CARICOM) Regional Organisation for Standards and Quality 

(CROSQ).

IEC-LARC attends, coordinates, and organizes events – some 

of them virtual – that serve the needs of the region. They 

range from training sessions for IEC members and affiliates 

to workshops on specific technical areas such as LVDC and 

electricity access, energy efficiency or smart energy.

IEC-ReCNA
Established in Worcester, Massachusetts, USA, in 2001, the 

IEC Regional Centre for North America (IEC-ReCNA) provides 

support for 45 IEC TC/SCs including CISPR, particularly those 

with secretariats located in North America. Tim Rotti has 

responsibility for the North American team.

IEC-ReCNA holds the secretariat of several management and 

technical bodies:
 Market Strategy Board (MSB)

 SyC Smart energy 

 SEG 7: Smart manufacturing

 Standardization Management Board (SMB) Directives 

Maintenance Team (DMT)

 ISO/IEC Joint DMT (JDMT)

 Advisory Committee on electromagnetic compatibility (ACEC)

 SMB ad hoc Group (ahG) 81: Electric vehicle and 

infrastructure landscaping

IEC-ReCNA also offers training sessions on its premises for  

TC/SC officers and is available to host working group meetings.

As Secretary of the MSB, Peter Lanctot coordinates the 

publication of IEC White Papers.
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The IEC is financed by a combination of membership dues and 

revenues from the sales of its publications.

In the consolidated accounts, total membership dues amounted 

to CHF 11,74 million while revenues from sales (both direct 

sales from IEC CO and royalties from IEC national committees 

as well as resellers) came to CHF 11,38 million. 

This – along with other revenues – resulted in a total net 

income of CHF 26,74 million.

With total expenses for the year at CHF 26,49 million, of 

which personnel costs represented CHF 20,58 million, the IEC 

produced a net surplus for 2016 of CHF 1 024 700, which will 

be allocated to capital & reserves.

Financial and sales highlights
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Key indicators
IEC consolidated profit and loss account for the year ended 31 December 2017.

In CHF 2017

% of total  

income 2017
2016 % of total  

income 2016

Income

Membership dues 11 740 955 43,90% 11 339 305 45,15%

Group A* full members

Non Group A full members

Associate members

CA Systems members

5 514 000

4 798 200

561 200

867 555

20,62%

17,94%

2,10%

3,24%

5 197 800

4 796 500

529 000

816 005

20,69%

19,10%

2,11%

3,25%

Sales 11 383 661 42,57% 10 583 630 42,14%

Net sales

Net royalties

2 765 932

8 617 729

10,34%

32,22%

2 509 507

8 074 123

9,99%

32,15%

Conformity Assessment Systems operations 3 283 525 12,28% 2 887 848 11,50%

IECEE

IECEx

IECQ

IECRE

Other income

946 899

1 764 489

520 673

51 464

335 599

3,54%

6,60%

1,95%

0,19%

1,25%

1 019 696

1 500 593

321 546

46 013

306 414

4,06%

5,97%

1,28%

0,18%

1,22%

Total net income 26 743 740 100% 25 117 197 100%

Expenses

Personnel costs

Other operational costs

20 577 213

5 915 990

76,94%

22,12%

19 610 571

5 557 436

78,08%

22,13%

Total expenses 26 493 203 99,06% 25 168 007 100,20%

Result from operating activities

Net financial revenue

250 537

774 163

0,94%

2,89%

-50 810

235 058

-0,20%

0,94%

Surplus for the year 1 024 700 3,83% 184 248 0,73%

* Group A comprises the National Committees of China, France, 

Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States

In a move to increase transparency, comprehension and 

comparability of its financial data, the IEC has decided to 

transition to Swiss GAAP accounting standards for 2018. This 

will entail a change in the presentation of the comparative 

2017 accounts in the 2018 financial statements from which 

the key figures above will be derived.
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Sales of IEC Standards

IEC CO gross sales were 6,8% higher in 2017 compared to 

2016, for a total of CHF 6,2 million. The IEC Webstore broke its 

record: sales were 6,7% higher for a total of CHF 4,38 million.

Improvements to the IEC Webstore

The new webstore was launched in 2015, its responsive 

design making it accessible on all devices. In 2017 several 

improvements have been implemented, the most important 

ones being:

Publication library

Customers who have already bought Standards can check 

directly from their previous orders whether their library of  

IEC publications is still valid or needs updating.

Payment

Customers can now use PayPal to buy IEC publications.

Ongoing improvements to the IEC Webstore to make it as user-

friendly as possible have paid off, as can be seen in the 2017 

record-breaking webstore sales results.

IEC CO Sales

A new edition has been published

An amendment to a specific publication has been issued, in which case the consolidated version (CSV) of the

Standard is also available

A publication has been replaced by another
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IEC Masterplan

Ensuring future relevance 
of the IEC
At regular intervals the IEC updates its long-term strategy – 

the Masterplan – to ensure the future relevance of the 

Commission. It helps guide members, boards, committees and 

the IEC Central Office in setting core objectives and strategies 

for the coming years.

The process for the development of the new Masterplan 

was launched by the IEC President in January 2016 and has 

probably been the most extensive consultation process ever for 

the development of a new Masterplan. In 2017, the Masterplan 

was approved and published during the IEC General Meeting in 

Vladivostok, Russia. The Council Board (CB) then established 

a task force including full IEC members to put in place an 

implementation plan that will be finalized in 2018.

Clear communication and 
information
In 2017, the IEC opened up a number of additional 

communication and information channels for its members:
 The Auditing Committee (AudCom) and the Finance 

Committee (FinCom) provide members with the full insight 

into IEC finances and IEC investment guidelines as well as 

our approach to reserves and a review of conditions applied 

to distributors of IEC publications. 

 The Sales Advisory Group (SAG) is in charge of IEC 

intellectual property protection and updates to the IEC sales 

policy 

 The IT Advisory Group (ITAG) provides members with insights 

into the IT strategy and roadmap.
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IEC members and affiliates

Albania (AM) Hungary Oman

Algeria Iceland (AM) Pakistan

Argentina India Peru

Australia Indonesia Philippines, Rep. of the

Austria Iran Poland

Bahrain (AM) Iraq Portugal

Belarus Ireland Qatar

Belgium Israel Romania

Bosnia-Herzegovina (AM) Italy Russian Federation

Brazil Japan Saudi Arabia

Bulgaria Jordan (AM) Serbia

Canada Kazakhstan (AM) Singapore

Chile Kenya (AM) Slovakia

China Korea, Rep. of Slovenia

Colombia Kuwait South Africa

Croatia Latvia (AM) Spain

Cuba (AM) Lithuania (AM) Sri Lanka (AM) 

Cyprus (AM) Luxembourg Sweden

Czech Republic Malaysia Switzerland

Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea (AM) Malta (AM) Thailand

Denmark Mexico The FYR of Macedonia (AM) 

Egypt Moldova (AM) Tunisia (AM) 

Estonia (AM) Montenegro (AM) Turkey

Finland Morocco (AM) Ukraine

France Netherlands United Arab Emirates

Georgia (AM) New Zealand United Kingdom

Germany Nigeria (AM) United States of America

Greece Norway Vietnam (AM)

 

(AM) = associate members

IEC member countries (84) at 31 December 2017
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Afghanistan El Salvador Nepal

Angola Eritrea Niger

Antigua and Barbuda Ethiopia Palestine

Armenia Fiji Panama

Azerbaijan Gabon Papua New Guinea

Bahamas Gambia Paraguay

Bangladesh Ghana Rwanda

Barbados Grenada Saint Kitts and Nevis

Belize Guatemala Saint Lucia

Benin Guinea Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

Bhutan Guinea Bissau Senegal

Bolivia Guyana Seychelles

Botswana Haiti Sierra Leone

Brunei Darussalam Honduras South Sudan, the Rep. of

Burkina Faso Jamaica Sudan

Burundi Kyrgyzstan Suriname

Cabo Verde Lao PDR Swaziland

Cambodia Lebanon Syrian Arab Republic

Cameroon Lesotho Tanzania

Central African Republic Liberia Togo

Chad Madagascar Trinidad and Tobago

Comoros Malawi Turkmenistan

Congo Mali Uganda

Costa Rica Mauritania Uruguay

Côte D’Ivoire Mauritius Uzbekistan

Dem. Rep. of the Congo Mongolia Yemen

Dominica Mozambique Zambia

Dominican Republic Myanmar Zimbabwe

Ecuador Namibia  

in blue: countries with Affiliate Plus status

underlined: affiliate countries with NECs

IEC affiliate countries (86) at 31 December 2017

Adoptions of IEC publications: 6 756 

Affiliate Plus: 30

NECs: 58

Experts 208
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IEC leadership

James M. Shannon 
IEC President

(United States)

Terms of office:

President-Elect: 1 January 2016 

President: 1 January 2017 -

31 December 2019

Immediate Past President: 

1 January 2020 - 31 December 2021

Past President: 1 January 2022

Recent career highlights:

From 2002 to 2014, James M. Shannon 

was President and Chief Executive 

Officer of the National Fire Protection 

Association (NFPA). Prior to that, he 

served as Attorney General of the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and 

was a Senior Partner at the law firm 

of Hale & Dorr in Boston, USA. He was 

elected to the United States House of 

Representatives in 1978 and served 

in the House until 1985. A member of 

the Ways and Means Committee for six 

years, he served on the Trade, Health, 

and Social Security Subcommittees.

Junji Nomura
IEC Immediate Past President

(Japan)

Terms of office:

President-Elect: 1 January 2013

President: 1 January 2014 -

31 December 2016

Immediate Past President: 

1 January 2017 - 31 December 2018

Past President: 1 January 2019

Recent career highlights:

Having been CTO since 2004, Junji 

Nomura is currently the Corporate 

Advisor, Energy Solution Business 

Promotion, at Panasonic Corporation. 

He was a member of the industrial 

association LonMark International 

until 2004 and is now a member of 

the industrial technology committee of 

Nippon Keidanren and of, among others, 

a study group within the Japanese 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 

(METI). He is also a Fellow of the 

Operations Research Society of Japan 

(ORSJ).

Åke Danemar
IEC Treasurer

(Sweden)

Terms of office:

First term began: 1 January 2012

Second term ends: 31 December 2017

Recent career highlights:

Prior to his mandate at the IEC, Åke 

Danemar was Senior Director and 

Department Manager at Teknikföretagen, 

the Association of Swedish Engineering 

Industries, from 1999 to 2010 and held 

management positions at the Swedish 

Electrical Manufacturers’ Association 

(ELIF) and in ABB. Until 2010, he was 

Chairman of Orgalime Committee for 

the Electrical and Electronics Industries 

(CEEI) and a board member on the 

Swedish Standards Institute (SIS), the 

Swedish Terminology Institute and 

Intertek SEMKO Certification Committee.
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Ralph Sporer
IEC Vice President  

Chair of the IEC Standardization 

Management Board (SMB)

(Germany)

Terms of office:

First term began: 1 January 2017 

First term ends: 31 December 2019

Recent career highlights:

Ralph Sporer joined the Siemens 

Company in 1996 and is at present 

Manager for Standardization and 

Regulation, after having held various 

positions in research and development 

and consulting within the company. He 

was Chair of the IEC Advisory Committee on 

energy efficiency (ACEE) from 2013 to 

2016 and has also been chairing the 

European Smart Grid Coordination Group 

since 2010.

Ulrich Spindler
IEC Vice President 
Chair of the IEC Conformity 
Assessment Board (CAB) 

(Germany)

Terms of office:

First term began: 1 January 2015

First term ends: 31 December 2017

Recent career highlights:

Prior to his current function as Corporate 

Advisor for the Electrical Sector of Eaton 

Corporation, Ulrich Spindler served as 

Head of Coordination for Associations 

in EMEA. Eaton is a US-based company 

that employs 97 000 people around the 

world. He also held leading positions 

within the German Electrotechnical 

Manufacturers’ Association ZVEI, the 

German Electrotechnical Commission 

DKE and was President of CENELEC 

from 2003 to 2007.

Yinbiao Shu
IEC Vice President 
Convenor of the IEC Market Strategy 
Board (MSB) 

(China)

Terms of office:

First term began: 18 January 2013

Second term ends: 31 December 2018

Recent career highlights:

Yinbiao Shu is currently Chairman of 

State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) 

which ranks second in the Global 

Fortune 500 list and is employer to 1,72 

million people. He is a senior member 

of IEEE, a member of the Energy 

Experts Consultative Committee of the 

Chinese State Council, Vice-Chairman 

of the Chinese Society for Electrical 

Engineering (CSEE) and Deputy 

Director of the Chinese National Energy 

Industry Wind Standardization Technical 

Committee.
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Frans Vreeswijk
IEC General Secretary & CEO

(The Netherlands)

Frans Vreeswijk became IEC General 

Secretary and CEO on 1 October 2012, 

having served as Deputy General 

Secretary since 1 March 2012. Prior to 

joining IEC Central Office, he worked for 

30 years for Philips in the Netherlands, 

Austria and the USA, notably in research, 

healthcare and consumer electronics 

areas. Previously, he was President of 

the Dutch National Committee of the 

IEC (NEC) and has served on the IEC 

Council Board (CB) and SMB as well 

as representing the Netherlands in 

CENELEC.
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The IEC Ambassador Programme was 

put in place to help expand the reach 

of the IEC.

IEC ambassadors are individuals who 

have a proven track record of explaining 

the benefits of the IEC. Their main 

responsibility is to reach out to key 

stakeholders in industry, government or 

academia and to endorse the IEC. The 

aim is to enhance active involvement in 

IEC activities and help identify new areas 

of work. IEC ambassadors are appointed 

by the Executive Committee (ExCo) for a 

two-year term, which can be renewed 

twice. They are independent, unpaid 

volunteers.

In 2017 the following IEC ambassadors 

were active:

Jingyi Hu
Director of Internet of Things (IoT) Research 

Centre in China Electronics Standardization 

Institute (CESI)

Jingyi Hu was appointed IEC Ambassador for  

a two-year term (2017-2018) to represent  

the interests of the IEC in the sectors of IoT  

and smart manufacturing.

Hiromichi Fujisawa
Visiting Professor at Waseda University in Tokyo, 

Japan, and Technical Advisor  

at inQs Co., Ltd. 

Hiromishi Fujisawa was appointed  

IEC Ambassador for a two-year term (2016-2017) 

to reach out to regulators/governments in 

the area of conformity assessment and enhance 

the involvement of academia in IEC work.

Cyrille Brisson
Vice President Marketing EMEA, 

Eaton Electrical 

Cyrille Brisson was appointed IEC Ambassador 

for a two-year term (2016-2017) to represent 

the interests of the IEC in the sector of 

disaster mitigation and recovery.
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Vimal Mahendru
President of Legrand-India

Vimal Mahendru was appointed  

IEC Ambassador for a two-year term (2016-2017) 

to represent the interests of the IEC in the sector 

of LVDC and rural electrification.

Richard Schomberg
Vice-President Smart Energy Standardization at 

Electricité de France (EDF) Group

Richard Schomberg was appointed  

IEC Ambassador for a two-year term (2016-2017) 

to represent the interests of the IEC in the sector 

of smart energy.

Hao Wei
Director General of China Information Security 

Certification Center

Hao Wei was appointed IEC Ambassador for  

a two-year term (2017-2018) to represent  

the interests of the IEC in the sector of 

cyber security.

James E. Matthews III
Director of worldwide standards engineering 

activities for multiple business divisions across 

Corning Incorporated

Jim Matthews was appointed IEC Ambassador 

for a two-year term (2017-2018) to promote 

systems and ICT work.
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Central Office
The Executive

Executive
Committee

IEC officers
(ExCo)

Council
Board (CB)

Council
Board (CB)

Council (C)

Conformity
Assessment Board

(CAB)
Management of conformity

assessment activities

Conformity
Assessment Board

(CAB)
Management of conformity

assessment activities Market Strategy Board
(MSB)

Technology watch/
market priorities

Market Strategy Board
(MSB)

Technology watch/
market priorities

         Standardization
    Management Board

(SMB)
     Management of work for

consensus International
    Standards

          Standardization
     Management Board

 (SMB)
      Management of work for

 consensus International
     Standards
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ommittees

IECREIECRE

IECQIECQ

IECExIECEx

IECEEIECEE

CAB working
groups (WG)
CAB working
groups (WG)

Special working
groups (WG)

Special working
groups (WG)

Technical
committees (TC)

Technical
committees (TC)

Technical advisory
committees

Technical advisory
committees

Systems workSystems work

Strategic groups (SG)Strategic groups (SG)

The IEC is a global not-for-profit, non-governmental 

organization.

The IEC President represents the Commission and is the 

Chair of Council, of the Council Board (CB), of the Executive 

Committee (ExCo), as well as of the Market Strategy Board 

(MSB). Prior to becoming President he/she holds the position 

of President-Elect for one year. A single three-year term as 

President is followed by a two-year period as Immediate Past 

President and then Past President.

The Treasurer is responsible for the finances of the IEC and 

reports directly to Council.

The IEC elects two to three Vice-Presidents. The 

Standardization Management Board (SMB) Chair and the 

Conformity Assessment Board (CAB) Chair are ex officio  

Vice-Presidents for the duration of their term.

The General Secretary is also the Chief Executive Officer of the 

Commission and responsible for all day-to-day operations. The 

IEC Central Office is in charge of supporting IEC operations.

Each of the IEC CA Systems has its own separate management 

structure.
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Further information

Please visit the IEC website at  

www.iec.ch for further information. 

In the “About the IEC” section, you 

can contact your local IEC National 

Committee directly. Alternatively, please 

contact the IEC Central Office in Geneva, 

Switzerland or the nearest IEC Regional 

Centre.

Global
—

IEC − International  
Electrotechnical Commission
Central Office
3 rue de Varembé 
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
T     +41 22 919 0211

Fax +41 22 919 0300

info@iec.ch
www.iec.ch

IEC Regional Offices
—

Africa
IEC-AFRC − Africa Regional Centre
7th Floor, Block One, Eden Square 
Chiromo Road, Westlands 
PO Box 856 
00606 Nairobi
Kenya
T    +254 20 367 3000 /  

+254 20 375 2244

M   +254 73 389 7000 /  

+254 70 493 7806

Fax +254 20 374 0913

eod@iec.ch
fya@iec.ch

Asia Pacific
IEC-APRC − Asia-Pacific Regional 

Centre
2 Bukit Merah Central #15-02

Singapore 159835
T    +65 6377 5173

Fax +65 6278 7573

dch@iec.ch

Latin America
IEC-LARC − Latin America Regional 

Centre
Av. Paulista, 2300 – Pilotis Floor – 

Cerqueira César 

São Paulo - SP - CEP 01310-300

Brazil

T  +55 11 2847 4672 

as@iec.ch

North America
IEC-ReCNA − Regional Centre for 

North America
446 Main Street, 16th Floor

Worcester, MA 01608

USA

T     +1 508 755 5663

Fax +1 508 755 5669

tro@iec.ch

IEC Conformity 

Assessment Systems
—

IECEE / IECRE  

c/o IEC − International Electrotechnical 

Commission

3 rue de Varembé 

PO Box 131

CH-1211 Geneva 20

Switzerland

T    +41 22 919 0211 
Fax +41 22 919 0300

secretariat@iecee.org 

secretariat@iecre.org

www.iecee.org / www.iecre.org

IECEx / IECQ 

The Executive Centre

Australia Square, Level 33

264 George Street

Sydney NSW 2000

Australia

T     +61 2 4628 4690

Fax +61 2 4627 5285

chris.agius@iecex.com

chris.agius@iecq.org

www.iecex.com / www.iecq.org



International
Electrotechnical
Commission

3 rue de Varembé
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland

T +41 22 919 0211
Info@iec.ch 

For more information visit: www.iec.ch

Making electrotechnology work 

for you.
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